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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes the architecture, development and implementa.tion 9f a. 

network application called MUVIS. MUVIS supports the design of distributed object

oriented databases by groups of potential users. MUVIS is a graphica.l system im

plemented on Microsoft Windows for personal computers attached to loca.l a.rea. net

works. It allows designers to share conceptual design objects in real-time and resolve 

naming conflicts through the electronic medium. It assists these datahase design

ers in representing their views and integrating these views into a global conceptua.l 

schema. The view integration component is decoupled from the view modeling com

ponent. The underlying data model, the Semantic Data Model (SDM), is extended 

to include distribution information and transaction specification. The visual inter

face to the SDM is an Extended Entity Relationship model, yet objects in the SDM 

are classes (as opposed to entities and relationships) and this fact reduces the com

plexity of the integration. An experiment involving groups of size three and four 

and individuals modeling a complex case validated the view modeling syst.em. The 

groups were more efficient and produced higher quality designs than did individuals. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major obstacles to the use of database management systems is the initial 

preparatory effort during the conceptual design phase. Designing a "community 

view" of a single database which truly reflects the aggregation of user views is a 

difficult task. This problem is further compounded when design of an integrated 

view of several databases is attempted, whether they are distributed 01' not. 

The task of integrating the individual views and removing redundancy is com

plicated by the fact that users have different perspectives on the data and they 

represent the same data in different forms. Resolving these naming and representa

tional conflicts comprises a very large pa.rt of the integration process. Organizations, 

and therefore users or user groups, are often divided into different areas. Ea.ch has 

its own requirements and perceptions of data which may often be in conflict with 

one another. 

Since it is the users of a database who make almost all decisions regarding what 

must be in the database and what relationships their data have with other data 

needed by other users, this research will determine whether a collaborat.ive and 

knowledge-based system to support these users will enhance the design process. This 

system allows several users to model their needs and share the resulting models wit.h 

other users, concurrently. As the models are being shared, users may notice similar

ities or inconsistencies and capitalize on them or resolve them, respectively. When 

all users are working in parallel and resolving their conflicts themselves, the view 

integration problems should become minimal. 

Frequently, designers construct a conceptual model of the proposed database 
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using a graphical representation, e.g., an entity-relationship diagram, before imple

menting the database in a specific DBMS. The conceptual model should be rich 

enough to capture all the requirements of the proposed system. As Wiederhold men

tions, graphical representations provide "a concise representation that allows easy 

consistency checking and is very maintainable" [120]. It is commonly accepted that 

diagrams are conducive to crea.tive thinking and effective communica.tion. 

Designers also "divide and conquer" by focusing on the development of individual 

user views for small domains and subsequently integrating the views into a complet.e 

schema. By simplifying the view by providing a narrower focus, the designer can 

capture more complete information in the domain. 

However, integrating views presents a very hard problem. The heart of the inte

gration process is conflict analysis and Wagner attempts to identify the information 

required to resolve conflicts [116]. This information is then gathered through int.er

rogation of the database designer. Sometimes the information is readily accessible, 

but more often the designer must go ba.ck to the user. It appears tha.t it. would be 

more efficient to allow the users to resolve conflicts themselves. 

Batini et a1. point out several aspects missing from the view integration research 

[11]: 

• Processing specifications in view integration where the global schema support.s 

the processes made on the local schema, 

• Behavioral constraints to specify the dynamic properties of objects, 

• Mapping between local and glo~al schema to aid in the construction of the 

integrated database, 

• Extension of integration methodologies to capture information on distribution 

preferences of users as well as distributed processing requirement.s, 

• Application of knowledge-based systems to the view integration process. 
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There is a growing trend to regard data as an autonomous resource in an organi

zation; existing independently of that functional decomposition of the organization. 

More organizations are recognizing the potential of database systems and beginning 

to use them for integrated applications and not. just data retrieval. This implies a 

need to capture the meaning of data as well as its behavior. Semantic da.ta models 

and object-oriented databases may meet this requirement. In addition, the need for 

distributed databases is driven by the increasingly global economy and the corporate 

response by placing more autonomy and control with local representatives. The cur

rent trend of corporate mergers requires the integration of the physically separated 

data from both companies. Distributed databases imply that the physical location 

of data and transactions on that data must be modeled during the design process. 

The underlying question this dissertation will answer is: 

Can the application of collaborative systems and knowledge
based technology to view modeling and view integration result 
in a more effective database design process? 

In order for this question to be resolved, two other questions must be a.ddressed: 

a) What modeling constructs are necessary for conceptual database 
design and how can they effectively be implemented in a col
laborative system? 
b) What information can be used by a knowledge-based system 
for the integration of user views and what integration steps 
must be taken given the model chosen to answer the above? 

Existing semantic models are extended to include behavioral, transaction and 

distribution information. Mapping provided between two of the most popular models 

allows textual and graphical representation of the design. The Multi-User View 

Integration System (MUVIS) consists of 1) a group view modeling system that has 

been constructed to allow groups of users to graphically specify their individual views 

and share them with others in real-time in order to resolve naming or representation 

conflicts, 2) an expert system to aid in the integration of individual user views t.hat 
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has been designed to embody a strong integration methodology and tha.t a.lso contains 

design heuristics. 

Chapter 2 presents a review of the database design and electronic meeting systems 

literature. Extensions to the chosen models (ER,SDM) are discussed in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 demonstrates the application of a view integration methodology using the 

SDM. The details of the Multi-User View Integration System are given in Chapter 

5. The methodology for system evaluation and results of an empirical study are 

presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 discusses contributions, conclusions and future 

research. 
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1.1 Research Methodology 

This section presents the primary research methodology for the work described in 

this dissertation: Systems Development. Systems Development has been defined 

as combining the disciplines of software engineering (application development) and 

social sciences (assessing the ways in which people use applications) [86]. Nunamaker 

and Chen describe the process in the following five steps (see Figure 1.1) [84]: 

1. Construct a conceptual framework: justify the significance of the research 

question; "one that is new, creative, and important in the field". If a new 

way of doing things is being proposed, researchers need to develop systems to 

demonstrate the validity of the solution. This is most effective when various 

disciplines are explored to find ideas to incorporate into the solution. 

2. Develop a system architecture: provide a roadmap for the systems building 

process. Researchers must "identify the constraints of the environment, stat.e 

the focus of the work, and define the functionalities of the resulting system': 

so that it will achieve its objectives. Measures should be defined such that the 

validation process is facilitated during system evolution. 

3. Analyze and design the system: specify the system functions and modules 

after exploring alternatives and apply technical and scientific knowledge to the 

evaluation of same. 

4. Build the system: perform the software programming required to implement 

the system. This process can provide insights into the concepts behind the 

system and any advantages or disadvantages. This information is extremely 

useful when re-designing the system in the future. 
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5. Observe and evaluate the system: test the performance of the system 

against the objectives stated in the first step. Experience and anecdotes ga.t.h

ered should lead to evolution of the system. Unexplained phenomena observed 

may lead to new theory. 

The process feeds back upon itself at any step in order to take advantage of learn

ing through creation. This dissertation follows all five steps, supplementing them 

with extensive use of prototyping, and concluding it with laboratory experiments. 

Prototyping is used extensively to determine the potential capabilities of a.n en

vironment, to determine the initial functionality of a system, and to determine the 

use of the system by its intended audience. The first two are extremely impor

tant when developing Electronic Meeting Systems (EMS) software; these distributed 

systems require a complete understanding of communications capabilities. Further, 

prototyping allows the testing of potential performance and is an excellent met.hod 

for generating and evaluating alternative implementations. The use of an object

oriented development paradigm allows the easy re-use of prototyped softwa.re. 

Experimentation is employed during the final step to validate the system a.nd 

determine acceptable functionality for the application. Formal and informal feedback 

can be gathered and analyzed to determine the effectiveness of the system and how 

it might be enhanced. 
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Conceptual Framework 

Develop Architecture 

Analysis and Design 

Build Prototype 

Observe and Evaluate 

Figure 1.1: Systems Development Research Process 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This research presents a system for cooperative work by groups of database designers 

that incorporates the modeling of their views and the integration of those views. 

Thus, the relevant literature is that for view modeling and view integration, as well as 

that for cooperative and electronic meeting systems. The literature is presented in 6 

sections. The first section examines the database design process. Section 2.2 reviews 

several common semantic database models. View modeling systems are discussed in 

section 2.3 and the results of empirical studies regarding the use of data modeling 

techniques for database design are covered in section 2.4. Section 2 .. 5 focuses 011 the 

two dominant techniques for view integration. Finally, electronic meeting syst.ems 

are presented in section 2.6, with emphasis on empirical findings. 

2.1 Database Design Process 

Database design and use plays a central role in the development of an organizational 

information system [30]. The organization's present and future data requirements 

should be reflected in the design and implementation. During any design process, 

whether it be for software engineering, systems design or database design, a choice 

must be made whether to proceed bottom-up or top-down. 

The bottom-up approach focuses first on the da.ta needs of the individual users 
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and functions and then, through integration, forms an organizational :Jpecification. 

The form-driven method by Choobineh et al. is an example [25, 73]. This integration 

of previously specified elements will lead to conflicts and require re-specification of 

the elements due to the lack of an adherence to the overall design goals. Many 

researchers advocate the bottom-up approach in spite of this deficiency [75, 77]. It is 

not required that overall design goals be present before progressing with the design. 

Individual elements can be specified by those who best understand them. If the 

design has been previously specified, then the bottom-up approach is better suited 

for building on that design since changes can be made incrementally. 

Top-down design is oriented towards known design goals and allows stepwise re

finement of the goals. The top-down approach starts from the organization's present 

and future needs, which are then decomposed to the needs of individuals and func

tions. Many systems analysis techniques, e.g., Hierarchical Input Output (I-IIPO) 

support the top-down approach because of the ability to "divide and conquer". As 

well, the functionality of any partition or subset of the goal can be assumed to be a 

"black box" with the internal workings to be specified at a later date. This provides 

the design process with great flexibility. 

Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. Designers often use 

a combination of the two; top-down for initial design which divides the goal into 

manageable, conflict-free sub-goals, and bottom-up for the detailed design of these 

sub-goals with an eye to redundancy avoidance. Ideally, these two approaches, when 

used together, complement each other for completeness of the specification. 

The overall database design process has been described by several authors and 

has the following steps (see Figure 2.2) [11, 72, 110]: 



Requirements Analysis 

An lysis 

DB S 

Indep ndent 

Conceptual Design 
View Modeling 

View Integration 

De ign 

Logical Design 

DB S 

Depe dent 

Physical Design 

Figure 2.2: Phases of Database Design 
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1. Requirements Analysis and Specification: 

The major objective of this step is to identify information resources and their 

relationships as well as the analysis of the information and processing require

ments of various areas in the organization. Active user participation is essentia.l 

during this phase. The needs of both the information gatherers (decision ma.k

ers) and the systems personnel must be captured. There are many method

ologies to support this process, e.g., IBM's Business Systems Planning (BSP) 

which calls for top-down design and bottom-up implementation [55]. BSP ta.kes 

a business wide perspective and emphasizes systems and data independence. 

Matrices representing processes a.nd data are constructed; this elicits informa

tion about the basic functions of the organization. As BSP is followed, the 

data requirements are identified. 

Each user or user group may have an interest in a different aspect of t.he 

same reality. This aspect is defined as a user view (different from a database 

view). The resulting specification represents the initial information needs of the 

different user groups and may contain conflicts and inconsistencies. Typically 

this specification is done using natural language descriptions and provides the 

input to the second stage. 

2. Conceptual Design: 

In this phase, formal modeling using a DBMS independent model of the user 

and application view's information accessing requirements takes place. Con

ceptual design can be broken down into two parts: 

(a) View Modeling: the user views are gathered and translated into a formal 

specification. Typically a semantic modeling language which emphasizes 

the meaning of the data rather than the structure of the data is used. 



• 
Designer • 

• 

Figure 2.3: View Modeling Process 

The database design team must ensure that the individual views are as 

consistent and as complete as possible. In order to communicate and pro

vide feedback to the users, a graphical depiction of the view is required 

because graphical symbols are generally regarded as a superior commu

nication mech~nism [120]. This process is repeated until the user view is 

complete (see Figure 2.3). 

A user view can be defined as "the perception of users about what. a 

proposed database (or ideal database) should contain" [11]. The user 

view is a representation of reality that is relevant to a particular user 

or user group. View modeling is the process of extracting and modeling 

this view. View modeling can be performed during either requirements 

analysis or conceptual design stages, but it has been suggested that the 

formal modeling be done during conceptual design and the informal model 

be constructed during requirements analysis. 

While several conceptual models for view modeling have been developed, 
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Designer Choose 
Views 

Conflict 
Users Analysis 

Integrate 
Views 

Figure 2.4: View Integration Process 

the most commonly used among these is the Entity-Rela.tionship Model 

(ERM) [24]. This graphical model represents entities, their rela.tionships 

and attributes with symbols. A textual model that is also popula.r for its 

semantic richness is the Semantic Data Model (SDM) [49]. Both of these 

models are described in detail later. 

(b) View Integration: the user views are synthesized or integrated into a 

global conceptual schema (GCS) that represents a high-level, complet.e 

and concise model of all the views. The GCS reflects the structure of the 

database and viable access paths. Conflicts and inconsistencies between 

views are identified and resolved through repeated interaction with the 

affected users (see Figure 2.4). 

By combining all the user views (simply adding them together), a trivial 

form of view integration is produced. This most certainly would lead to 



redundancy and inconsistency in the resultant schema. View integration 

must aggregate the views in such a fashion as to remove the redundancies 

and conflicts and to optimize the global schema. 

Several methodologies for view integration have been proposed, the most 

well recognized are those of Batini et al. and Navathe et a1. [7, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 40, 67, 79, 80, 82, 81, 97]. These will be discussed in detail later. 

A problem related to view integration is that of database integmtion which 

involves the modeling and integration of pre-existing, perhaps heteroge

neous, databases. This may imply transforming the local database's logi

cal model to the same conceptual model and providing a mapping between 

the two. Following this, the conceptual views are integrated. This latter 

step is identical to view integra.tio!l. 

View modeling and view integration appear to be bottom-up design processes 

since the individual views are specified separately and then integrated. Yet, the 

process described by the New Orleans Database Design Workshop and further 

refined by Batini et al. advocates introducing organizational goals and high 

level information requirements by modeling the enterprise before integration 

[8, 72]. The strategy is mixed top-down and bottom-up. View modeling is best 

performed top-down and view integration bottom-up. 

Intuitively, the data requirements of the previous phase should now reflect data 

inter-relationships. Even though much research has focused on modeling lan

guages, little effort has be made to define the mapping from the requirements 

definition to the conceptual model (probably due to the difficulties with nat

ural language). The expertise of the database designer is heavily relied upon. 

However, this research does not address this problem. The globa.l concept.ual 

schema becomes the input to the next phase. 
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3. Implementation Design: 

This phase is fairly well understood and structured. In implementation design 

the GCS is mapped or transformed into a DBMS dependent logical schema 

of the destination DBMS. The typical commercially available models are the 

object-oriented, the relational, the network and the hierarchical. The relational 

model is popular; a relational schema is defined as a set of relations (or tables), 

each representing the properties of related entities through a set of attributes. 

There are several methods for use in implementation design for the relational 

model [16, 26, 42, 56, 122]. A new model, the object-oriented model, more 

closely represents reality and is discussed in a later section. Many of the mod

els used for conceptual design can be easily translated into the above DBMS 

dependent models. However, the object-oriented model requires a. very rich 

conceptual model in order to exploit its strengths. Supporting this model is a 

primary goal of this research. 

4. Physical Design: 

During this phase, the logical database definition is represented by physical 

storage structures on persistent media. It is very dependent on the DBivIS 

being utilized and is quite well understood. A major goal of this step is to op

timize the physical parameters of the database to increase performance against 

the transaction set. This can include setting up extra indices and clustering like 

structures. Database integrity, security, backup and recovery are also consid

ered. The capabilities and limitations of the DBMS directly affect the decisions 

made during physical design. 

The first two phases require active user involvement, which increases user UII

derstanding of the system and is critical for the success of the system [71]. A data 
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model that facilitates the communication between users and designers and enhances 

user understanding is required, regardless of the destination DBMS. Semantic data 

models are more suitable than traditional data. models [52]. It is imperative that the 

data model chosen be rich enough to support the actual DBMS used in Phases 3 and 

4. 

Obviously, if changes in the specifications need to occur, it would be best if they 

occurred as early on in the design process as possible. This is due to the increased 

cost of changes after the design has been completely (or even partially) implemented. 

The GCS should be complete at the end of the conceptual modeling phase. It may be 

necessary to iterate inside that phase, refining and eliciting more information from 

the users. This implies that view modeling is a crucial step in the database design 

process. 

A similar process is required for designing distributed datahases. Distributed 

databases have been defined by Ceri and Pelagatti as [22]: 

a collection of data which are distributed over different computers of a com
puter network. Each site of the network has autonomous processing capability 
and can perform local applications. Each site also participates in the executioil 
of at least one global application, which requires accessing data at several sites 
using a communication subsystem. 

In a distributed system, the GCS could be fragmented, replicated and allocated 

to geographically dispersed sites based" on users' information needs and originating 

transactions. When designing a distributed database, it is critical that the conceptual 

model capture information about the location of the user, the potential location of 

the data and the location of the processing requirement [22, 51]. 
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2.2 Data Models 

A model provides a representation of real-world objects or events and their associa

tions. The user of a model can enhance the understanding of the real-world object 

by either allowing abstraction of detail, as when a model airplane allows testing of 

laminar air flows, or tangible representation of detail, or a model of DNA allows 

demonstration of molecular chains. 

A data model is the abstract representation of data items, where a. data item 

refers to a real-world object. The properties of that object are captured by values at. 

a specified time [66]. The representation may be static for the life of the object or 

may be dynamic, e.g., a car has four wheels, but might have several different owners 

over the course of time. It may also be a structural or operational aspect of the 

object or even among objects. For example, a car has a maximum speed and may 

have been sold by a specific salesperson. 

Data models have been categorized into DBMS dependent and DBMS indepen

dent [30, 65, 111]. Data models are very useful for database design as they allow 

the conceptualization of real-world objects without requiring the object itself or any 

actual data about the object. 

An organization may have thousands of objects about which data should be 

captured and maintained. These objects may have many complex relationships. The 

data, relationships between data and data semantics (meaning of the data) must 

all be captured through data modeling or there is a risk that the requirement.s of 

the organization may not be met. Several data models which emphasize semantics 

have been proposed, e.g., RM/T, Entity-Relationship, Abstraction, Semantic Data 

Model, Object-Oriented Data Model, and Functional Data Model [27,24,45,49,98]. 
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Three of these DBMS independent models are compared along several dimensions 

(see Table 2.1): 

1. Inputs: the data needed by the model, 

2. Outputs: what the model produces from the ,input data, 

3. Concise: whether the model has a terse representation, 

4. Visual: whether the model uses graphics to convey meaning, 

5. Rich Semantics: the ability of the model to represent the meaning of data and 

its complex relationships, 

6. Flexible: whether the model can represent different types of user needs, 

7. Ease of Use: whether the model is suitable for novice users a.nd IS easy to 

use/understand, 

8. Error Detection: whether the model has built-in rules to detect inconsistencies, 

9. Comments: the methodology the model follows and any other information that 

doesn't fit the above. 

2.2.1 Entity-Relationship Model 

A widely accepted graphical model for database design is the Entity-Relationship 

model proposed by Chen [24]. This model has been accepted as the premier model 

for conceptual design [18, 109]. Three basic classes of concepts exist in the original 

model: entities, relationships and attributes. Each concept must have a name and 

may have associated with it a set of synonyms. 

----------------- ~-~-~-- -------------~~~ ~---------
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Aspect EERM SDM 0-0 
Inputs Entities, At- Classes, Attributes Classes, Attributes 

tributes, Relation- (Class, Member), (Class, Instance), 
ships, Generaliza- Generaliza- Generalization, 
tion tion, Aggregation, Methods 

Derivations, Con-
straints 

Outputs Conceptual Conceptual Conceptual 
Diagram Schema Schema 

Concise yes yes maybe 

Visual yes no maybe 

Rich Semantics maybe yes yes 

Flexible yes yes yes 

Ease of Use yes no no 

Error Detection no yes no 

Comments DBMS DBMS Indepen- DBMS 
Independent, Top- dent, Formal, Top- Independent 
down down 

Table 2.1: Comparison of Data Models 
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D o <) 
Entity Attribute Relationship 

Figure 2.5: Entity Relationship Model Graphical Symbols 

Attributes must have a domain chosen from Integer, Boolean, String 01' user

defined. Attributes may be simple or compound; in the former, an attribut.e cor

responds to an atomic domain whereas in the latter, an attribute corresponds to a 

domain built from a cartesian product of other domains. Several possible identifiers 

may be attached to an entity. An identifier of entity E is a set I of attributes anel/or 

entities such that every occurrence of E is uniquely identified by an occurrence of J. 

The nature of relationships may be described by means of a minimum cardinality 

and a maximum cardinality. The minimum is the number of times that each occur

rence of the entity may be involved in an occurrence of a relationship. Value 0 means 

that an occurrence may exist without being involved in any relationship occurrence. 

Value 1 (or n) means that an occurrence cannot exist without being involved in 1 

(or n) relationship occurrences. Similarly the maximum is the number of times that 

each occurrence of an entity may be involved in an occurrence of a relationship. 

Entities are represented as squares, relationships as diamonds and attribut.es as 

ellipses (see Figure 2.5). Cardinality can be represented either by single arrows for 

value 0,1 and double arrows for n or by shading the 1/2 of the relationship which is 

connected to the entity with the n cardinality. No shading implies 0 or 1 cardinality. 
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Many extensions to this model have been offered to enrich its semantic capability 

[39, 50, 70, 82, 93, 95, 103]. It appears that the most common extensions involve the 

abstract properties of generalization and subtyping. 

The following properties have been defined for entities and relationships. An 

entity (E1) is a subset (inversely superset) of another entity E2 , if any occurrence of 

E1 is. also present in E2• An entity E is the generalization (inversely specialization) 

of E1 and E2 ... En if each occurrence of E is also an occurrence of one of the entities 

E1, E2 ... En • If it is the occurrence of only one of them, it is known as exclusive. In 

both subsetting and generalization, all properties are inherited as one moves from 

one level to a lower level. Only new properties are modeled at this lower level; the 

inherited ones are not repeated. 

Subset relationships have been indicated as a double lined arrow 01' as a line arrow 

with the subset symbol or as a triangle. 

Appendix A describes an Extended ER model by referring to its meta. description 

[9]. 

2.2.2 Semantic Data Model 

The Semantic Data Model (SDM) was designed 1) to serve as a formal model for 

describing the meaning of a database, 2) to provide the basis for a variety of abstract 

user interfaces to a database and 3) to give a foundation for supporting the stl'uctUl'ed 

design of databases and application systems [49]. It is the most complete yet formal 

model available [54]. However, the description of a database using the SDIVI can be 

quite long and difficult to understand [52]. Appendix B contains the syntax of the 

SDM. 



The general principles of the SDM are as follows: 

1. Databases are viewed as a collection of objects which map to real world objects 

in the application environment. 

2. Objects are organized into a class hierarchy in some meaningful way. Objects 

with a high degree of correspondence are gathered together in classes. A class 

which exists independently of all others is known as a base class and one which 

is defined in terms of other classes is called a nonbase class. 

3. Classes can be logically related by interclass connections. There are two kinds: 

the first defines generalization relationships and the second supports aggrega

tion relationships. 

4. Classes have attributes which describe their characteristics and relate them to 

other objects. Two kinds of attributes exist; class attributes which describe 

properties that hold for the class as a whole, and member attributes which 

describe a property for an instance of the class. Derived attributes are definable. 

The SDM incorporates the standard abstract modeling constructs defined in 

Smith and Smith as well as semantic constraints [103]. Two methods of specifying 

these constraints are 1) static (a declarative approach) and 2) dynamic (a procedUl'al 
I 

approach). An SDM schema does more than just describe the kinds of objects t.hat 

are captured in the database; it allows for substantial amounts of structural infor

mation that specifies how the objects and their classes relate to one another. The 

modeling constructs are not minimal with a small number of orthogonal concepts, 

nor are they a set of special cases to precisely model applications. The trade-off 

between modeling power and complexity is a difficult one. The SDM chooses the 
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middle ground, using a small number of basic features t.hat will accurately model 

most applications. 

2.2.3 Object-Oriented Model 

In the Object-Oriented (0-0) model, objects are non-1NF tuples that have identity 

[104, 118]. Classes group objects with similar structure. Classes can share attribute 

values (class attributes). An object is an instance of a class, and the class itself may 

be a subclass, or specialization, within a larger classification hierarchy. Each object 

defines its own instance variables and methods which define its behavior. IVlethods 

are often like small procedures. Both variables and methods are inherited from higher 

levels in the class hierarchy. 

Every object has a protocol of messages to which it responds by changing its st.at.e 

or returning information. This protocol serves to encapsulate the object's internal 

state. An object may not manipulate or examine the state of another object directly, 

but may only do so through a message. The term polymorphism is used to refer t.o 

the capability for different classes of objects to respond to exactly the same messages 

while executing a method appropriate for the receiving class. 

The object-oriented paradigm seems to be an appropriate choice for designing 

a distributed database which will integrate a variety of distributed, heterogeneous 

databases. An object-oriented design may be used to provide not only external views, 

but also an internal representation of the distributed database so that distributed 

objects may remain hidden from other objects. As well, object-oriented programming 

supports a powerful form of data abstraction and code reusability in system design. 
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2.2.4 Summary 

Recent data modeling efforts have concentrated on data models which are rich in 

data semantics. While the SDM is more theoretically sound, the diagrammatic 

ERM has become popular because of ease-of-use and understanding for novice users. 

However, diagrammatic models are typically prone to human error due to a lack of 

enforceable syntax. A modeling environment which supports a rich semantic data 

model, diagrammatically, and enforces "correct" diagrams is sorely needed. 

All models do not capture data distribution information and each of the models 

capture generalization hierarchies. However, the only model that can be mapped 

into either the EER or the 0-0 is the SDMj the EER and the 0-0 lack a formal 

representation for enforceable syntax and the 0-0 has no accepted graphical rep

resentation. The SDM does lack a visual interface like the EER and the ability to 

model object behavior as in the 0-0. If the SDM were extended with a graphical rep

resentation, distribution information and transactions, one model would incorp'Orate 

the strengths of the other two. Such extensions are discussed in Chapter :3. 
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2.3 View Modeling 

As previously mentioned, view modeling is the process of representing the na.turally 

existing world using a data modeling language. The database designer captures the 

user's perspective of the database and defines a view. One common view model

ing language is the Entity-Relationship (ER) model [24]. Blaha et al. envision a 

"fully automatic process ... where the data modeler draws diagrams on the screen. 

The drawing software captures objects and relationships while actively supporting 

the semantics." But currently there is not much automated support for this step. 

Diagramming tools are largely manual; they are mostly drawing aids without much 

underlying semantics. The automated analysis tools which do exist are often text 

oriented and not integrated with each other. 

Ram has proposed a framework for comparison of automated tools for dat.abase 

design which will prove useful here [89]. The aspects and a. short description for each 

are: 

1. Origin: the environment under which the system was developed, e.g., commer

cial vs. academic, 

2. Development Phases Supported: the steps of the da.tabase design process that. 

the system addresses, 

3. Underlying Model: the basic model used by the system, 

4. Inputs: the inputs required by the system, 

5. Outputs: the outputs presented by the system, 

6. Methodology: the heuristics or rules used to produce the design as well as the 

procedures used for validation of the design, 
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7. Representation: type of user interface used by the system, 

8. Documentation: the degree of documentation about the design captured by the 

system (not just the schema), 

9. Validation: the extent to which the system has been used, 

10. Operational Characteristics: the hardware environment under which the system 

runs, the development language and its operating system, 

11. Future Extensions: any work that is planned for extending the system, 

12. Comments: advantages and limitations of the system. 

These parameters and the following systems are depicted in Tables 2.2-4. 

2.3.1 Graphical Systems 

1. INCOD-DTE and GINCOD 

The computer aided tools, Interactive Conc.eptual Design of Data, Transactions 

and Events (INCOD-DTE) and Graphical INCOD, are systems for conceptual 

database design which make use of the ER model [6]. GIN COD allows the in

teractive stepwise definition of the static and dynamic requirements (possibly 

subdivided in various views) the integration of any views, the continuous check 

of the consistency of the design process and the organization of the documen

tation. The static aspects are described by means of a data schema based on 

an extended version of the ER model which includes the useful concepts of sub

typing and generalization hierarchies. The dynamic aspects are described by 

means of a set of transactions which model the operations to be performed on 

the database and set of events, which take into account the notion of time and 
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I System II Origin Phases Model Inputs 

GINCOD U. ofRame View Mod- EERM User View Text. 
eling, View Inte- Language 
gration 

GDBDA U. of Toronto View Modeling ERM Entities, Relation-
ships, Attributes 

GDOC/- GESI, Italy View Modeling, EERM Entities, Relation-
EasyER Logical Design ships, Attl"ibuLes, 

Candidate Keys 

GAMBIT Zurich, View Modeling, EERM Entities, Relation-
Switzerland Logical Design ships, Attribut.es, 

Transactions 
DDEW CCA,USA All Phases ERIVl Entities, Relation-

ships, Attributes, 
Transactions 

SNAP UCLA View Modeling, IFO Nodes, Arcs, 
Logical Design Queries 

GUIDE Database ERM Queries 
Browsing 

SKI U. of Col- View Modeling, SDM subset Classes, Attl'ibutes, 
orado Logical Design Derived Data 

ISIS Brown U. View Modeling SDM subset Classes, Attl'ibutes, 
Derived Data 

SIDEREUS U. of Pisa, View Modeling, Galileo Classes, Arcs, At-
Italy Logical Design tributes 

TAXIED U. of Toronto View Modeling TAXIS Classes, Attributes, 
Properties, Trans-
actions 

VCS UBC Requirements EERM Entities, At-
Collection, View tributes, ReJatioll-
Modeling, Logi- ships, FDs 
cal Design 

Table 2.2: Systems for Database Design Based on Semantic l'vlodels 
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I System II Outputs I Methods Representation 

GINCOD ER Model, ER Layout, Text, Graphics 
Event Defini- Petri-Net Trans-
tions ac-

tions, Synonym 
& Homonym 
Checking, View 
Integration 

GDBDA ER Model Create/Modify Menus, Forms, 
Schema Graphics 

GDOC/- ER Model, Rules from ERM Text, Graphics 
EasyER Relational to DBASE 

Schema 
GAMBIT ER Model, Rules for EER Text - Question & 

Relational to text descrip- Answer 
Schema tion 

DDEW ER Model, Normalization Text, Graphics 
Relational & Rules, Rules for 
Hierarchical ERM to Rela-
Schema tional & Net-

work 
SNAP IFO Model NA Text, Graphics 
GUIDE Query Data NA Text, Graphics 
SKI SDM NA Text, Graphics 
ISIS SDM NA Text, Graphics 
SIDEREUS Galileo NA Text, Graphics 

Model 
TAXIED TAXIS NA Text 

Model 
VCS ER Model, Normalization Text - Question & 

Relational Rules Answer 
Schema 

Table 2.3: Systems for Database Design Based on Semantic Models 
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I System II Documentation I Validation I Environment 

GINCOD None None M20 Olivetti, Pas-
cal 

GDBDA None None PDP-ll/45, GPAC, 
Unix 

GDOC/- Brief, Detailed 60+ Projects IBM PC, C 
EasyER 

GAMBIT None None Lilith, Modula-2, 
Unix 

DDEW None NA Jupiter J-12, C, 
Unix 

SNAP None None Symbolics 3GOO, 
LISP, BOOGIE 

GUIDE None None VAX 780, C, VMS 

SKI None None Sun, C, Unix 

ISIS None None Sun, C, Unix 

SIDEREUS None None Sun, C, Unix 

TAXIED Cross Reference None VAX 780, LISP, 
of Classes Unix 

VCS None Cases IBM PC, Prolog 

Table 2.4: Systems for Database Design Based on Semantic l\1'odels 
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mutual and causal relationships among operations. Transactions are expressed 

in an ER-specific language and events in a modified version of Petri Nets [88]. 

This single-user system requires users to interact with the schema. and the 

system in the form of functions. The user fills in a form driven by the function 

and after d~ta validation is performed the schema is altered. Users are required 

to verify the design as they input it; a good knowledge of the ER model is 

demanded. Use of the system demonstrated "a unanimous appreciation for the 

decisive role played by the tool in both the phases of design and maintenance" 

due to: 1) the tool aiding in definition of data, 2) automatic check of data. 

consistency, 3) efficient management of documentation. 

However, this system did not provide: 

(a) graphic hardcopy support, 

(b) a graphic input interface allowing the upda.te of a schema., 

(c) support for data consistency checking, 

(d) historical design information, 

(e) support for strengthening of the functions which allow definition of links 

between objects. 

In order to satisfy points (a) and (b) above, GINCOD was developed. GINCOD 

has the ability to translate INCOD's textual description of the design into a.n 

ER diagram and has algorithms for the automatic layout of the same. 

It was reported that users were suspicious of the activities that performed 

checks involving the semantics of the application, but it is thought that by 

providing more detailed explanations of the offered suggestions, the analyst 

would be more disposed to accepting an intelligent interaction with the syst.em. 
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It was noted that designers wish to capture historical data about the evolution 

of the design process along with the choices made during it. 

GINCOD is implemented on a Honeywell DPSj44 using an EDSjll DBMS on 

top of GCOS while GIN COD runs on an M20 Olivetti and is written in Pascal. 

2. GDBDA 

The Graphical Data Base Design Aid (GDBDA) is a system for view mod

eling which is based on the basic ER model [23]. As a user enters entit.ies, 

relationships and attributes, a graphical ER schema is displayed. Users can 

add, delete or update any of the objects entered as well as zoom around on the 

diagram. Users are responsible for placement of the graphical symbols. They 

are also responsible for the integrity of the schema. Very few checks are made 

by GDBDA as it is essentially a paint program. The system permits two types 

of operations: 

(a) display control - picture size, position and perspective; 

I. enlarge, shrink, restore scale - zooming functions, 

II. scanning - viewing a selective portion, 

iii. open, close, exit - housekeeping functions, and 

(b) schema definition and manipulation; 

I. primitive operations - a.dd, delete, 

II. secondary operations - merge, split, shift. 

All selections are made from sidebar menus and textual data are entered 

through a command line interface. A graphic tablet and cursor is used to 

indicate connections between objects. GDBDA is implemented on a PDP-11 

under Unix in C. 
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3. GnOC and EasyER 

GDOC was built as the prototype for EasyER and both were developed by 

Gestione Sistemi per l'Informatica (GESI) in Italy, a consulting company. The 

conceptual model is the basic ER and entities, attributes, relationships as well 

as transactions on data can be input. A data dictionary is created and a schema. 

definition in the DBASE DDL can be generated. GDOC was developed on the 

PC platform in BASIC and DBASE, whereas EasyER is implemented in C and 

DBASE. 

EasyER includes a design checker which will ensure a structurally correct dia

gram and scan for concepts of the same type based on meta schema information 

(looking for possible homonyms and synonyms). Its graphical capabilities are 

limited to simple scratch pad operations. Large diagrams are handled by pa.g

ing through the schema. Data are entered t.hrough forms and then reflected 

on the screen. Documentation captured by t.he system ranges from detailed 

to brief. Brief documentation merely requires some general information about. 

each entity to be entered while detailed documentation implies that morc spe

cific information about every object in the system be entered. 

Anecdotal evidence from use of the tool with 60+ projects shows a drastic 

reduction of the time allocated to design checking and modification of initial 

design. It is acknowledged that this could be attributed to either the intro

duction of the tool or the structured methodology which accompa.nies it. Also 

noted were the difficulties of coordinating the communication problems inher

ent when more designers were involved in a project, due to the greater number 

of views and conflicts. 

4. GAMBIT 
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GAMBIT supports both the requirements collection and conceptual design 

phases in database design. It uses an extended ER model, the binary hierar

chical model [20]. The extensions include generalization of entities (but not 

relationships) as well as several new association relationships. Users must pro

ceed in a top-down fashion by entering entities, their attributes and then their 

relationships. Key, integrity constraints and transactions follow and checks are 

made for incorrect specifications. The graphical schema is transla.ted into a 

textual description. Transactions can be transformed into Modula/R code and 

executed on the implemented database. 

GAMBIT is built on a Lilith workstation in Modula-2 for the LIDAS rela

tional DBMS. This single-user system uses high-resolution, black and whit.e 

screens for its graphics. Planned extensions are to incorporate information for 

distributed database design, modifications to existing databases through the 

graphical interface and perhaps moving the system to a multi-user platform. 

5. DDEW 

The Database Design and Evaluation WorkBench (DDE'W) at Computer Cor

poration of America also has tools for ER modeling [91, 92]. DDE\~r is a 

graphics-oriented database design prototype system which supports multiple 

design methodologies. A slightly modified ER model is used to support con

straint declarations, relationship cardinalities and entity keys, but there is no 

support for repeating fields or semantic data modeling constructs such as gen

eralization. This modeling system includes not only the formal data model 

but also other information, e.g., entity creation-date, persoll-responsible, and 

free-text-commentary. Homonyms and synonyms are detected and pointed out 

to the designer. Recommendations as to entities to be merged are made and 

conflicts identified. Once the designer has modified names and resolved all the 
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conflicts, the entities can be merged. Schemas are then translated into a target 

DBMS and evaluated against the transaction set. 

DDEW displays relationship cardinalities by coloring half of the relationship: 

black (1), green (n) and red (unknown). A layout algorithm which places 

the most referenced object in the center of the diagram with related objects 

close by is used. Screen objects are limited to forms and diagrams. The user 

controls screen space (window sizing, moving, etc.) and diagram space (scroll 

bars, navigation, etc.). Interestingly, it is mentioned that: 

theoretical algorithms should be concerned with all the information asso
ciated with a diagram, and should exploit user interaction as part of the 
design process [92] (p. 350). 

If there is information to be captured from users, perhaps there is more that 

can be captured from groups of users and the synergy between them. 

DDEW is perhaps the most complete database design environment, providing 

tools for all phases of design, and is implemented on a Jupiter J-12 workst.ation 

in C running Unix. High-resolution color graphics windows are used to inter

face with the designer. Extensions include extending the model to incorporate 

aggregation, generalization hierarchies and support for distributed database 

design. 

6. SNAP 

The Schema Notated As Pictures (SNAP) system supports conceptual database 

design and perusal. It is based on a formal graphical model, the IFO model 

[1]. This model is object-oriented and provides functions for the representation 

of simple and constructed objects, functional relationships and generaliza.tion 

hierarchies. The directed graphs provide a coherent and unified framework on 

which various relationships can be visually represented. The IFO contains no 
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distribution information. 

SNAP allows the definition of nodes, arcs and queries. As the diagram is cre

ated, the schema is driven into a customized IFO DBMS. Users are constrained 

to "correct" schemas. If the user is browsing an existing database, actual data 

can be returned from queries. Although no layout algorithm is incorporated, 

diagrams can be resized to fit on the high-resolution, black and white display. 

Multiple windows are provided for schema manipulation, query specificat.ion, 

displayed results and user interaction. 

The system is implemented on a Symbolics 3600 in BOOGIE (Bell's Object

Oriented Graphics Interactive Executive) on top of LISP. Extensions include 

increasing efficiency and response time as well as incorporating managemellt. 

techniques for real-world size databases (hundreds of nodes with several at

tributes each). 

7. GUIDE 

The Graphical User Interface for Database Exploration (GUIDE) was the first. 

to present a graph-based system to database users (not designers) based on the 

basic ER model [121]. GUIDE permits users to specify textual queries using a 

combination of text and graphic manipulations. Users may also specify a gen

eral radius of concern in viewing a schema. The size of the radius is expressed 

syntactically in terms of graph arcs. This system is mentioned here merely 

because of its schema manipulation techniques, scrolling and zooming and the 

ability to associate a level of significance with each node in the database. This 

technique could prove useful during the preintegration step of view integration. 

GUIDE is implemented on a VAX 780 in C running VMS. 

8. SKI and ISIS 
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The Semantics-Knowledgeable Interface (SKI) was the first interactive schema 

manager based on a subset of the SDM and the first to embody the paradigm of 

expressing queries through the iterative specification of derived data [61]. The 

system uses a menu-based interface that allows. the designer to select various 

modeling operations and is a a textual front-end to the Information System 

Designer (INSYDE) [59, 60]. SKI is implemented on a Sun workstation in C 

under Unix. 

SKI not only supports standard object-oriented data definitions and manipu

lation, it also provides an extra level of intelligence by supporting operations 

which locate far-reaching data relationships and update effects. This process is 

centered around the concept of a "session view". During a session, users select 

schema components of interest and peruse the schema for related information. 

This is not done navigationally, but semantically. SKI adopted the same semall

tic navigation paradigm as GUIDE through the menu functions - HowRellItcd, 

HowRelatedNextfPrevious. The user may locate schema components thl:ough 

attributes, through the subtype of a more general type or through any compo

nent which might be affected by a specified update. Gradually a session view is 

constructed and graphic commands are used to isolate the objects of interest. 

In SKI, there is no notion of a statically defined graphical layout. Instead, SKI 

uses the semantic relationship inherent in the schema definition to drive the 

graphical representation. 

The screen is divided into stripes which contain parent types, attributes of 

parent types, attribute ranges and predicates of parent types, etc. Stripes 

continue (in the above order) and can be paged through by the user. 

The development of SKI led to extensions that were incorporated into ISIS 

with its sophisticated, mouse-based graphical editor [46]. ISIS permits tlsers 
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to specify Types, Subtypes and Attributes as well as build predicates used in 

specifying derived data. Nodes and arcs are represented on the screen. The user 

can scroll around the graphical schema. ISIS can show the shortest connecting 

paths between a pair of nodes and clusters related objects together. ISIS is 

implemented in the same environment as SKI. 

9. SIDEREUS 

SIDEREUS is not a database design tool, but an interface to a GALILEO 

database that has its roots from the Living in a Database (LID) system [2, 3, 

43]. This system is mentioned because it provides representation of abstraction 

mechanisms present in most semantic data models. The. definitional relatioil

ships can be simple (as in the ER model) or compound, using the structuring 

mechanism of discriminated unions. The aim of this system is to provide a 

database workbench for object-oriented database applications. SIDEREUS is 

implemented on a Sun workstation in C under Unix. Extensions include ex

ploiting the benefits of diagrammatic notation of transactions and to link to 

an 0-0 database in order to allow rapid prototyping of applications. 

2.3.2 Non-Graphical Systems 

These systems are mentioned because of the wide variety of data models su ppOl'ted 

and the fact that the development of text-based systems has been pa.ralleling the 

graphic-based systems. 

1. TAXIED 

O'Brien describes a purely text-ba.sed modeling system for the TAXIS data 

model [85]. The TAXIED design environment consists of a class editor, a 
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semantic consistency checker, a documentation generator and an interpreter. 

The editor provides the user with facilities to construct, inspect and modify a 

TAXIS schema definition while the consistency checker ensures the correctness 

of the conceptual model being specified. The modeling language is RML, a 

TAXIS specific language which contains constructs for generalization and ag

gregation along with classes, attributes and transactions. The user can also 

specify assertions about the data which must always hold. 

The TAXIED methodology calls for top-down design by defining the most 

general naturally occurring classes and events in the domain first, and then 

the rest of the definitions. TAXIED is implemented on a VAX 780 in LISP 

under Unix. The system is basically an editor into TAXIS schemata with good 

syntax checking; no integration of user views is attempted. This system takes 

a broader view of information systems design, providing a language that even 

allows specification of user interfaces. 

2. DATAID 

The DATAID project has a set of integrated tools which start with ER mod

eling of the enterprise [4, 12]. The methodology generates a corporate model 

which supports the objectives of the organization. A business unit model amI 

application system model are also created. Data entities are reviewed and 

normalized, transactions are identified and the logical database schema pro

duced. DATAID is a professional analysis and design tool for relational design 

by expert users that emphasizes the top-down approach. 

3. REDI 

The Prolog-based REDI tool from the University of Stockholm helps design

ers rapidly prototype relational designs, including transactions and constraints 
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[17]. The SECSI system is an ambitious French effort at an expert system 

based approach to database design. It has broad semantic modeling goals, but 

the current state of Prolog implementations seems to limit it to small problems 

[19]. 

4. VCS 

The View Creation System embeds a view creation methodology using the ER 

model [106]. It supports requirements collection, view modeling and logical 

design. The first step in the procedure is to obtain a list of entities and their 

attributes from users. The cardinality and names of attributes are examined 

to allow the system to suggest potential conflicts, e.g., an attribute name is the 

same as an entity name. Relationships are then defined and are restricted to 

binary ones. Generalizations can be defined and properties inherited. lVlissing 

relationships and their cardinality are identified. 

The output is a 4NF relational schema representing a single user vie\\'. No 

distribution information, constraints or processing requirements are captured 

or used during the view creation process. Interestingly, the system uses some 

natural language processing and general knowledge to determine potential keys 

and synonyms. 

The authors suggest that the effectiveness of the system could be greatly en

hanced by providing a graphical interface and by integrating views before trans

forming them into a set of normalized relations. It appears that the output of 

such a. system ought to be the conceptual schema, not the logical schema. VCS 

is implemented on the PC platform in Arity Prolog. 
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2.3.3 Summary 

Several graphical systems have been developed and many of these systems concen

trate on schema management. They provide the capability to define schemas as well 

as to browse schemas. All but one (DDEW) are experimental research prototypes 

and it is the only one to attempt to integrate schemas. ISIS represents a su bset 

of the SDM graphically, but contains no distribution information. The systems in 

Tables 2.2-4 are directed either towards generating schemas for the traditional re

lational model or for experimental semantic models. Most systems provide a set of 

primitives to define or change a model of user data. and designers use these primi

tives to establish an ER model. Some systems provide tools to convert the design to 

the logical and physical systems. However, most of these systems do not allow the 

designer to draw their design on a computer screen, nor do they address design issues 

for distributed systems or object-oriented databases. None of these systems allo\\'s 

groups of designers to work together in real-time to share their views and r~sol ve 

their conflicts. Finally, all of the systems that do use graphics are implemented all 

high-powered workstations, an environment not available to most database designers . . 
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2.4 Empirical Studies on Conceptual Modeling 

There has been extensive research into the area of conceptual modeling for database 

design, but, empirical studies of the design process involving users has been sorely 

lacking. Behavioral researchers have studied the behavioral aspects of the process 

but only a few have studied the effectiveness of database design tools. The following 

represents the significant examples from that research. 

• Hoffer 

This study examined 48 MBA students who were required to create a concep

tual schema given a case study [54]. The subjects had limited experience with 

database design/systems analysis. They were allowed to choose any data mod

eling technique with which they felt comfortable. The results demonstrated 

that any data model could be used effectively and that data-process models 

would dominate. 

• Jarvenpaa and Machesky 

This study required 56 students to use one of two data modeling tools, Logical 

Data Structure (based on the ER model) and Relational Data Model (based on 

normalization) [57]. Those using the LDS performed better and learned faster 

than those using the RDM. Furthermore, the LDM facilitated top-down design 

whereas the RDM emphasized the bottom-up approach. 

• Shoval and Even-Chaime 

This study required 26 MIS graduate students to create logical relational 

schema using one of two methods, normalization and information analysis 

(based on the ER model) [100]. Those using normalization out-performed 

those using information analysis. 
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• Mantha 

This study had 20 professional systems analysts use one of two modeling ap

proaches, data structure and data flow, to generate a logical database design 

[74]. They were trained in both approaches. Those using data flow derived 

fewer user views and had more problems specifying 10giGai data than did those 

using data structure. 

• Higa 

This study required 70 undergraduate MIS students to create conceptual database 

designs using one of three methods: normalization based on the relational 

model, logical relational design method (LRDM) based on an extended En 

model, and structure object method (SOM) based on an object-oriented knowl

edge structure scheme [52]. Those using diagrammatic methods (SOM,LRDM) 

out-performed those using normalization. Subjects preferred the LRDM over 

the SOM and they learned/improved faster with the LRDM. However the 

novice designers had more accurate designs using the SOM and the SOlVl ap

peared to facilitate the identification of ternary relationships. 

• Batra, Hoffer and Bostrom 

This study reported a test of whether the use of a semantic data model instead 

of a relational data model resulted in superior end-user performance [15]. Forty

two subjects from graduate introductory MIS courses were required to model 

a business case using either an extended ER model or the relational model. 

Those using the EER model scored higher in all facets of the study. The EEll 

led to better performance but was not perceived as being easier to use than 

the relational model. 

• Batra and Davis 
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This study examined the differences in conceptual modeling between novice 

and expert database designers [14]. The sample was tiny; 2 novices (graduate 

students just having completed an introductory database course), and 2 experts 

(a graduate student getting a Ph.D. in M.I.S. and an employee of a software 

company which specialized in design of 0-0 databases). The subjects were 

allowed to choose any model with which they felt comfortable as they analyzed a 

case. Protocol analysis of their "thinking aloud" , showed that both experts and 

novices iterated over three distinct levels of abstraction: enterprise, recognition, 

representation. The frequency of iteration was shorter for novices than experts; 

experts tended to work on one part of the case at a time, developing a complete 

understanding of the enterprise while novices tended to jump around as they 

discovered situations they were uncomfortable with. 

Both novices and experts had no trouble identifying the entities, attributes: 

binary relationships and ternary relationships. However, novices had much 

trouble with generalization and did not appear to be aware of the concept. 

Experts spent the bulk of their time in the enterprise and representation levels 

while novices spent most of their time at the representation level. Finally, 

novices had far more errors in their conceptual models than did experts. 

In summary, four studies showed that 1) novice designers preferred a diagram

matic method to a non-diagrammatic method, 2) novice designers performed better 

when using a diagrammatic method, 3) novice designers improved their skill level 

faster when using diagrammatic methods. It has been suggested that developers of 

DBMS design software provide systems to support the graphical conceptual model

ing process. Further, the top-down approach to database design is common to most 

of the design processes; database design systems should facilitate this approach. The 
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only conflicting result is that obtained by Shoval and Even-Chaime. Since the task 

in that study was to create a relational schema it is possible that normalization fit 

well with the task, but it is not clear how normalization would perform when de

signing a more abstract conceptual schema. Both the EERM and the SOM used in 

Batra's and Higa's studies utilized generalization hierarchies which led to superior 

performance. 

The study of differences between experts and novices suggested that 1) heuristics 

should be embedded into design tools that would help novices recognize certain 

modeling constructs and 2) that design tools should facilitate the representation of 

those modeling constructs because both novices and experts spent the bulk of their 

time in that phase. 
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2.5 View Integration 

In this section, integration techniques (two primary ones based on the Entity-Relationship 

model or extensions to this model) will be introduced. Not all integration techniques 

involving semantic data models are based on the ER model, but as it is a widely 

accepted model and is very suitable for view modeling, the discussion of specific 

integration methods will be restricted to those which use the ER model [11]. 

The approaches do not include a complete algorithm for the integration process 

or formally restrict the data model. This implies that the database designer must 

interact with methodology and make decisions. Since no integration methodology 

is totally complete, aspects of those using other models will be discussed to fi" t.he 

gaps. 

View integration is the process of connecting disjointed views to form a consistent 

and extensible global schema. Input is a set of local views and output is a global 

schema with a set of mapping rules. This section examines four major approa.ches 

to view integration and several minor efforts. 

Batini et al. perform integration on the atomic elements of the basic ER model. 

The methodology integrates two schema at a time and only one partially integra.ted 

schema is allowed. This implies that a choice must be made as to which views to . 
integrate first. '~Teights are assigned to views depending on the quality or relevance 

of the view, but exactly how to arrive at these weightings is not addressed. 

After ordering, the three phases are conflict analysis, merging and restructuring. 

Within conflict analysis the two tasks are: 
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• Naming conflicts: during this task, names of concepts are analyzed and com

pared in order to manage the different name perceptions. Both synonyms and 

homonyms should be detected and resolved. 

• Model compatibility: during this task, the representations chosen in the two 

schemas for the same classes of objects are compared to see whether or not 

they can be merged. If the models are not orthogonal then the schema must 

be restructured to unify concepts with the same name. 

At this point, both schemas are homogeneously represented and can be simply 

combined into a single 'draft integra.ted schema'. 

During restructuring, new interschema properties are detected and redundant cy

cles removed. No exact procedure is defined; the designer is relied upon to inspect 

the design. It appears that the pathological case would involve comparing every ob

ject with every other object to find new dependencies and tracing every relationship 

path to ensure that no cycles occur. 

Batini performs intra-view consistency checking before merging, but does not 

perform it again after merging. It appears possible that inconsistencies could be 

introduced due to merging the schemas. 

As Wagner points out, conflict analysis is a weak point in all integration tech

niques [116]. He presents a exha.ustive list of possible cases of conflict between any 

two objects from different views and argues that there is a causal ordering of COll

flict resolution cases which determines the sequence of steps within the integration 

process. Objects may be of type entity, re!ationship or attribute and are compared 

along four general criteria: 

• Name - the name criteria is self explanatory and understood, 
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• Construct - referring to the object type e.g., entity, 

• Context - those objects which are in the neighborhood of the object, 

• Meaning - objects have the same meaning if they represent the same real world 

object. 

Meaning is the most difficult aspect to capture and to represent. 'Wagner a.voids 

this problem by interrogating the designer to determine if any two object meanings 

are the same. It would seem that by performing attribute equivalence testing, sug

gestions could be made to the designer as to which objects might have the same 

meaning [51]. However, this may also degrade to interrogating the designer as before 

[96]. 

In order to filter out unnecessary objects for comparison, a schema for classifying 

objects was proposed to represent more data !semantics. This is sepa.rate from the 

specification of the proposed ER model. Perhaps it is possible to choose a. dat.a 

modeling language which already contains the semantics needed to perform object 

equivalence. 

Wagner further demonstrates the importance of heuristics in conflict a.na.lysis: 

• If two objects are found to be simila.r, then their contexts may also be simila.r. 

• Once an object (1) in one view has been determined to be identical with an 
~ 

object (2) in another view, stop searching for matches with (I). 

• Test for object similarity before object dissimilarity. 

The performance of these heuristics has not been proved. 
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Sheth et al. have built a text based view integration tool with emphasis on 

performing conflict analysis using assertions on the equivalence between a.ll objects 

[97]. They focus on assertions for attributes first, claiming that the likelihood of 

two entities or relationships being equivalent is proportional to the percentage of 

equivalent attributes. This information is used to assist the designer while specifying 

assertions between objects other than attributes. The designer is still forced to make 

assertions for all ordered pairs of objects. A matrix of attribute similarity is built and 

if a ratio of 0.5 is found, the designer is asked to input the equivalency assertion for 

the entity or relationship which owns the attributes. Sheth et al. are still exploring 

whether or not it is sufficient to merely compare attributes during conflict analysis. 

Navathe et al. have proposed a methodology for integrating user views based on 

the Entity-Category-Relationship (ECR) model [39, 79]. The ECR model describes 

the semantics of data by classifying the application domain. The domain of an 

object class is the set of object instances in that class at a given time. Two classes 

from different views may have the same, different or overlapping domains. Categories 

allow the representation of generalization hierarchies, however, there exists no similar 

construct for grouping or composite objects. 

Navathe's methodology for user view integration consists of the following phases: 

1. Preintegration: During preintegration, the order of integration of views is 

determined. This can be done randomly, or by order of importance, e.g., the 

view of the organization's headquarters is more important than the view of the 

satellites, or ordering by completeness. Then, conflict analysis is performed. 

Naming correspondences between entities, attributes, relationships and roles 

are specified. Scale mappings and assertions on entities are determined (iden

tical, similar, disjoint, dissimilar). 
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Employees Workers 

View 1 View 2 

Figure 2.6: Identical Domains 

Navathe's approach does not consider any structural differences between dif

ferent component schemas; it is assumed that the same real world concept is 

represented with the same data model construct (entity, relationship, a.ttribute) 

in every component schema. 

2. Entity Integration: 

When integrating component schemas, the above mentioned a.ssertions must. 

be reflected in the global schema . 

• Identical: DOM(A) = DOM(B) 

The entities in domain A are identical to entities in domain B, e.g., the 

extensions of the entities in A and B are identical. Entities A and B a.re 

integrated and a single entity C is created. For example (see Figure 2.6), 

after an assertion by the designer that the domain of Employees in view 

1 is identical to the domain of Workers in view 2, an integrated entity of 

Employees can be created which contains the union of the attributes of 

the entities in the two views. If the keys of the entities are not the same: 

then the designer must select a primary key for the entity Employees a.nd 

other keys will become secondary keys . 

• Simila.r: 
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lJ 

Graduate-Students 

Figure 2.7: Similar Objects with Contained Domains 

After the designer has determined that the two entities are indeed simila.r, 

an assertion must be made as to how they are similar - contained doma.ins 

or overlapping domains. 

- Contained Domains: DOM(A) ~ DOAl(B) or 

DOM(B) ~ DOM(A) 

When the domain of an entity B is a subset of the domain of entity A, 

the entity B is represented as a subclass of entity A. For example (see 

Figure 2.7), after an assertion by the designer that Graduate..5tudents 

is a subset of Students, Graduate_Students becomes a subclass of Stu

dents. When integrating n entities, a hierarchy of subclass relation

ships can be established. 

- Similar with overlapping domains: DOM(A) n DOAl(B) =J 0 and 

DOM(A) !l DOM(B) and DOM(B) !l DOAl(A) 

In this case, even though the entities A and B are related, neither is 

a subset of the other. In integrating entities A and B, an entity AB 
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Trucks ,- Vehicles ..... Tractor _Trailers '- -' 

Figure 2.8: Similar Objects with Overlapping Domains 

whose domain is the union of both entities A and B will be created. 

For example (see Figure 2.8), after an assertion by the designer that 

Trucks and Tractor_Trailers have overlapping domains, a superclass 

Vehicles should be created which results in a generaliza.tion hierarchy. 

Trucks and Tractor-Trailers are subclasses of Vehicles. The domain of 

Vehicles is the union of the other entities. Attributes common to both 

are percolated upwards in the generalization hierarchy . 

• Disjoint: DD.M(A) n DO,M(B) = 0 

In this case, the designer has asserted that the two entities are indeed 

related, however they have no aspects in common. The integration of 

these two objects is left up to the designer . 

• Dissimilar: DOM(A) n DOM(B) = 0 

In this case, the designer has asserted that the two entities are in no way 

related, (and they have no aspects in common). The two entities can be 

integrated into the schema without modification. 

3. Relationship Integration: 

When relationships are integrated, they are classified by the degree of the 

relationship (the number of entities participating in that relationship), the role 

of the relationship (the role played by an entity in the relationship) and the 

structural constraints (the cardina.lity constraints of the relationship). 
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When merging relationships of the same degree there are several cases to con

sider: 

• Same Role, Same Structural Constraints: the simplest case. Consider 

two views containing a relationship between two similar entities (see Fig

ure 2.9). If the entities in the two views are similar with overla.pping 

domains, they are integrated as outlined above and the relationship is 

mapped to the superset. Grad-Student and CS-Student are overlapping, 

thus Student is created. The Registration relationship is made between 

Student and Course and Registration is integrated without alteration . 

• Same Role, Different Structural Constraints: one of the views is more 

constrained than the other. For example (see Figure 2.10), the relationship 

being integrated requires the participation of an entity in one view to be 

total, while the participation of the same entity in the other view is only 

partial (cardinality). The first view allows students to not be cl1l'l'ently 

enrolled in any courses. The second view requires that all students be 

enrolled in courses. Thus, the participation of Students in view 2 is total, 

while view 1 is partial. A subclass Registered_Student is created which 

contains all the enrolled students. This still allows students to be students, 

but not enrolled . 

• Different Roles: relationships are not identical because they convey dif

ferent semantics. There are three cases to consider: 

Containment: the instances in a relationship in one vIew are con

tained in the instances in the other view (see Figure 2.11). A sub

class relationship is created between the two relationships and both 

are integrated. 
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CS..5tudentl-----< Course 

View 1 

rad..5tudenlt----< Course 

View 2 

Student Course 

B 
Figure 2.9: Relationships - Same Role, Same Structural Constraints 
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Figure 2.10: Relationships - Same Role, Different Structural Constraints 
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Figure 2.11: Relationships - Contained 
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- Intersecting: the relationships are not subsets of each other but. IUlYe 

common instances (see Figure 2.12). The designer must create sub

classes of the related entity, the relationships are integrated but al

tered to relate to the newly created subclasses. 

- Disjoint: the relationships are in no way related and convey different 

semantics. Both relationships are integrated without modification 

(see Figure 2.13). 

When merging relationships of differing degree there are three cases to consider: 

• Mergeable: one relationship can be derived from the other. \\Then the 

relationship in one view is represented as an entity in another vie\\', if 

the relationship has the same key as the entity, then the relationship is 

retained (the entity can be derived). For example (see Figure 2.14), if 

SSN of Car_Ownership is the same as SSN of Person, then the fact t.hat 

the person owns the car can be derived by the relationship (the ent.ity 

is discarded). This applies to higher degree relationships; in some cases, 

a lower degree relationship can be derived from t.he higher degree one 

(ternary might be able to derive binary). 

• Conditionally Mergeable: two relationships can be merged only when ad

ditional semantic information is available in one of the views. Under 

certain cases, the semantics of the two views may be the same and thus 

one view may be derived from the other. However, if the semantics are 

not the same, then all relationships must be retained. 

• Non-Mergeable: 

This involves the cases where some or all of the entities involved in the 

relationship are common to both view's relationships, yet the degree is 
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different and the semantics do not match. The designer mllst make the 

decision how integration should proceed. Designers must bewa.re of the 

connection trap [26]. 

Navathe et al. recommend that as much as possible of the view crea.tion and 

integration process be automated. They also suggest that research is needed on the 

mapping of operations on original views to operations on the integrated view. 

Motro defines several operators for use in creating a "superview". These opera.tors 

are based on the functional approach to data modeling: 

1. meet - produces a common generalization of two classes, whose type is the in

tersection of both types and whose domain is the intersection of bot.h domains. 

This is similar to the operation performed by Navathe when two entities have' 

overlapping domains. 
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2. join - produces a common generalization of two classes whose type is the union 

of both types and whose domain is the intersection of both domains. This is 

similar to the operation performed by Navathe when two entities have identica.l 

domains. 

3. fold - allows a generalization class to absorb a more specific class. This is the 

same as Navathe's procedure when two entities have contained doma.ins. 

4. aggregate - creates an intermediate class between a given class and a designa.ted 

subset of its attributes (inversely, "telescope"). These opera.tions are similar 

to those performed by Navathe when two entities are disjoint. 

5. rename, add, delete - these are merely housekeeping operations. 

These may be the minimal set of primitives needed to perform view integra.tion. 
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2.6 Eledronic Meeting Systems 

Several university and industry groups have developed systems to support meetings 

and group work and these can be classified into two broad categories: group decision 

support systems (GDSS) and computer systems for cooperative work (CSC\V). The 

. distinction between these systems is in the primary type of support providE'd. GDSS 

are more task-oriented, a process model is provided for accomplishing a specific 

task, e.g., planning or problem solving. CSCW are more communication orient.ed; 

providing a means for groups to communicate more efficiently. Dennis et al. have 

joined these two classes under the broad umbrella of Electronic Meeting Syst.ems 

(EMS) [31]. 

The incentives for having a meeting involve 1) cognitive synergy, 2) encoUl'agc

ment, stimulation and reward, 3) imitation of more skilled members. However, \\'hen 

gathering individuals together for a meeting, several problems arise which redl\ce t.lle' 

productivity of the group. These process losses are [36, 113]: 

• Production Blocking - the rule that only one group member speaks at one t.ime, 

• Evaluation Apprehension - the fear of negative evaluations from other gl'oup 

members, 

• Free Riding - letting other group members do the work, 

• Failure to Listen - daydreaming or thinking about other things while another 

group member is speaking, 

• Conformance Pressure - the expectation that group members should not dis

agree, that eventually all group members opinions should fall in line, 
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• Cognitive Inertia - the difficulty of swaying the entire group by one group 

member, 

• Socializing - discussing activities not related to the task at hand, 

• Domination - one powerful group member enforcing their view on the group. 

Electronic Meeting Systems reduce the process losses by allowing all group mem

bers to speak (through the software) in parallel, anonymously. This elimina.tes pro

duction blocking, domination, evaluation apprehension and even appears to reduce 

socialization and conformance pressure. Because the entire meeting takes place us

ing software to support the particular task, a group memory is provided. The out

put of the meeting stays resident on permanent storage and can be perused at a 

later date. The meeting can even be picked up again at the point where it was 

left off, either by the same group or a different one. Finally, a particular struct.ure 

can be added to the meeting (and enforced) by the software, or set of software, 

used. This st7'uctured interaction process often leads to superior group performance 

[31, 32, 33, 38, 44, 53, 64, 68, 83, 101, 112, 115, 123]. 

2.6.1 EMS Application Network Requirements 

Electronic Meeting Systems applications have several features which separate them 

from single user applications such as the following [69]: 

• Real-Time Response: when data is created or altered by a user, other users 

need to be kept abreast of the changes as they occur. Users need to work 

with a current data set and exchange information about that data set ill a 

timely fashion. This implies multi-tasking and network data communications 

[41,87,94,117]. 
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• Dynamic Multicasting: the ability to form groups and subgroups of users 

participating in the group session. The organization may dictate the forma

tion of these groups or the individuals may gravitate toward different groups. 

Dynamic group formation implies the use of multicast addressing during broad

cast. Also, since users will come and go in the group, static session connections 

are not appropriate. The communication interface to the network should shield 

the application from this activity. 

• Multiple Data Types: many different types of messages are passed between 

applications ranging from control messages to data messages. Secure pipelines 

between applications should allow any type of data to be passed. 

• Concurrent Data Access: as updates occur, all user applications need to 

be notified that the data item has changed. Any locking that does occur must 

occur at a very fine granularity - the object level. 

• Broadcast Transmission: sharing data in real-time implies that data reach 

their destination (all users) as quickly and efficiently as possible. Broadcast.s, 

depending on the implementation, can reduce network traffic and enhance per

formance. 

• Asynchronous Messaging: applications must accept input from three sources 

independently, 1) keyboard, 2) mouse, 3) network. The ability to process net

work messages asynchronously (assuming queued message queuing) prevent.s 

application dead-lock [107, 87]. 

• Resource Utilization: high-resolution graphics imply high processor loading. 

Memory constraints of the personal computer must be managed effectively. 
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• Lowest Common Denominator Compatibility: the widespread use of the 

personal computer in the work place and its increased processing power ha.ve 

raised the computing capability of organizations. If an application can exist 

on the PC platform, its acceptability will be ensured [48, 102]. 

An examination of PC-LAN applications shows that much emphasis ha.s becn 

placed on single-user application with potential for accessing shared disks. In the 

textual arena, with the exception of Pendergast, the most advanced PC-LAN appli

cations communicate by creation of shared files [87]. Applications must constantly 

poll the server disk, increasing network load and reducing efficiency. For more intense 

multi-user applications, shared files will not be sufficient. 

2.6.2 EMS Research Results 

The University of Arizona has a long history of EMS research involving aspects of 

communication, deliberation and consensus building. Specific attention has been 

given to knowledge abstraction and model management issues [62] and to developing 

integrated environments for information systcms design [63]. Efforts have included 

a systems and software engineering approach encompassing the human communica

tions approach taken by DeSanctis and Gallupe [34]. The focus has been on pro

viding automated support for groups when performing a variety of tasks including 

strategic planning, management control and analysis, and information systems de

sign. Experiences with EMS has been described and their effects ha.ve been evalua.ted 

[5, 38, 53, 83]. 

The University of Arizona Collaborative Management Room has been operational 

since November 7, 1987 (see Figure 2.15). It is equipped with 24 networked personal 
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computers (PC) accompanied by a wide variety of integrated audio/visua.l support. 

Each PC has a high resolution color monitor, keyboard and mouse. Individuals 

at each workstation can share text conversations within the group or can display 

their texts on large screen projectors. Participants work in parallel to update and 

integrate session activities. A typical EMS session involves the individuals making up 

the group and a facilitator. The facilitator is responsible for technical coordination 

of the available tools, printouts and switching screens to the projection system. A 

facilitator is not expected to interact with the group as its members address their 

task; merely to assist the session in running smoothly. If a particular process model is 

followed, e.g., Brainstorming, the group leader decides when the group should move 

to the next stage and informs the facilitator. 

Jarvenpaa et al. found that groups using only an electronic bulletin board out

performed other groups due to the shared group focus that the technology fostered 

[58]. This focus may also have provided a better short term memory for the group, 

thereby allowing them to examine their ideas more closely. Studies of groups lIsing 

EMS in the field have shown increased efficiency [32, 115]. In all cases, each member 

had direct access to the EMS, and in most of the studies, the performance of the 

group was compared to an objective measure of decision quality. 

Other research [28, 114] has shown that a group of computer-mediated interacting 

individuals outperformed nominal groups of separate individual contributions in both 

quantity and quality of representation. This result suggests that 1) computer medi

ation can improve communication among group members [34], 2) a process-related 

structure that systematically directs the interaction is useful and 3) the combination 

of the two can improve the quality and completeness of the task at hand. It would 

appear that EMS use can lead to increased group performance. 
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Figure 2.15: The University of Arizona Management Room 
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In order to take advantage of these characteristics, the Group View Modeling 

System (GVMS), described in Chapter 5, has been designed and implemented. It 

is proposed that the efficiency and effectiveness gains that have been shown to exist 

when groups share text electronically can be realized by groups sharing conceptual 

database design objects. Similarly, giving the group a process model consisting of 

three steps - 1) create your own view, 2) share your view with others, and 3) resolve 

simple naming conflicts - will result in a design that more accurately reflects user 

needs. It is also suggested that computer-mediated groups can share and represent 

their views with less redundancy and more effectiveness using GVMS than can in

dividuals working in isolation. If this is found to be the case, the difficulty of view 

integration will be greatly reduced. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXTENSIONS TO EXISTING MODELS 

A view modeling language must be rich enough to represent the user's world; it 

should contain generalization, aggregation, interpreted domains, transactions, etc. 

As much semantics as possible should be captured by the view in order to avoid 

having to embed the semantics into application programs. Views should also be 

able to be represented graphically in order to support understanding. The following 

sections discuss extensions to existing models. 

3.1 Extended Semantic Data Model 

The SDM contains no distribution information that can be used when building t.he 

fragment tables. Two extensions are offered: 1) specification of a physical location 

of the attribute, and 2) representation of transactions (see Figure 3.16). 

Following an attribute's description, an (optional) attribute origin, is added to 

the syntax of the SDM for member attributes and class attributes. Any text 

describing the geographical/physical location of the attribute may accompany this. 

A new construct is added to the syntax of the SDM following the identifier statement.; 

transactions become objects associated with a class. The origin of the transaction 

may contain text such as the location description of an attribute. The operation 

may be one of four keywords: Query, Insert, Update, Delete. The objects involved 



SHIPS 
description: all ships in U.S. waters 
member attributes: 

Name: 
origin: New York Harbor 
value class: STRINGS 

HulLNumber: 
origin: New York Harbor 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 
not changeable 

Captain: 
origin: Boston 
value class: OFFICERS 
Match: Officer of ASSIGNMENTS on Ship 

identifiers: 
Name 
HulLNumber 

transactions: 
How many ships registered in the U.S.? 

origin: Los Angeles 
operation: Query 
objects involved: Ships-registered_here 
frequency: 10 / hour 

Figure 3.16: Distributed Extensions to the Semantic Data Model 
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contain a list of objects which the designer thinks the transaction will affect. The 

frequency of the transaction is specified as the number of times the transa.ction 

occurs per unit of time. 

3.2 Extended Entity Relationship Model 

3.2.1 Abstraction Extensions 

The ER model, even in its extended form, fails to capture the semantic richness of 

the Semantic Data Model. 

Generalization The ER model lacks a substructure for entities and rela.tionships. 

This can be remedied by incorporating generalization. A generalization or is-a re

lationship partitions a class (entity) into mutually exclusive subclasses. Subclasses 

inherit all the properties of the superclass. As expressed more formally from the IFO 

model [1]: 

Definition: Let S be a database schema with fragments R}, ... , Rn. Let 

G be a set of generalization relationships. Let J = (J, F) where J is an 

instance of Rand F is a function with domain ill ... , inIF(/k) is an object 

of Rk. Let h denote J(Rk)\lk E [1..n]. Then J is an instance of S iff 

1. Vk, h E Rk, 

2. the active domain of q,aciq(Ji) = U{acip(Ii)l(p,q) E G,p E Rd if 

there is a generalization edge leading to q in Rj • 

Generalization is symbolized as a triangle (see Figure 3.17) [18]. The top of the 

triangle points to the object inherited from. Both objects and relationships can have 



generalization relationships and may extend an arbitrary number of levels. Existence 

dependence ensures that an object does not exist on a lower level unless it also exists 

on the higher level. Generalization cycles are not allowed, e.g., if TANKERS is a 

subclass of MERCHANT..sHIPS which is a subclass of SHIPS, then TANKERS may 

not be a superclass to SHIPS. 

Grouping Grouping is a form of abstraction in which a relationship between mem

ber objects is considered a higher level set object (power set). The is-membe1'-of 

relationship embodies the grouping concept. More formally: 

Definition: Let A be a set of attributes where A = {a},a2, ... ,an }. Then 

a power set represented by p(A) will contain 2n elements. 

Grouping combines class objects into composite objects. Grouping may have 

multiple levels and can be recursive. Existence dependence ensures that an object 

does not exist on a higher level unless it also exists on the lower level. The grouping 

relationship is represented as an upside-down pentagon (see Figure 3.17). Arrows 

point from the bottom of the pentagon to the aggregated objects and from t.he top 

of the pentagon to the composite object. 

These extensions are not adequate to fully represent the Semantic Data M~del. 

The SDM separates objects into BaseClass and NonBaseClass. BaseClass objeds 

exist independently of any other object; they are not subclasses or groupings of other 

classes. NonBaseClass objects cannot exist independently of other objects. Base

Class objects are represented as rectangles and NonBaseClass objects as double rect

angles. The SDM separates attributes into ClassAttributes and !It/emberAtt1'iulltcs. 

ClassAttributes apply to the class as a whole and have only one value for the class. 
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D 0 
BaseClass NonBaseClass 

0 0) 
MemberAttribute ClassAttribute 

6 <> 
Generalization Aggregation 

0 0 
Association Transaction 

Figure 3.17: Extended ERM Graphical Symbols 

MemberAttributes apply to each member of the class and have a value for each 

member. MemberAttributes are represented as ovals and ClassAttributes as double 

ovals. Identifier attributes are a key for an object class and are drawn in red. The 

SDM allows for derived attributes. This derivation can be a mapping to another 

object or merely a computation. A derived attribute is attached to its class with a 

dotted line. Each object has optional text that describes the function of the object. 

All attributes existing at the same location are drawn with the same color. The 

new object, transaction, is added to the conceptual design and is drawn as a small 

hexagon. Transactions originating from the same location are also depicted with the 

same color. 
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3.3 Mapping Between the EERM and the SDM 

According to Wiederhold [120] " ... having a wide variety of [database] models is valid, 

since an equally wide variety of objectives is being served. Choosing a good way to 

represent a problem is a major step towards its solution". The extensions to the 

ER model presented in this paper are useful for modeling large complex designs. 

Furthermore, the ability to choose the specification model (ERM or SDM) and to 

convert from one model to the other is believed to be especially effective. 

Whereas classes effectively represent objects when using the SDM approach, rela

tionships are embodied in the interclass connection and value class specifications as 

part of the class definitions. This creates virtual relationships and will prove useful 

during view integration. Within the class abstraction, the SDM offers a rich set of 

inheritance, constraint and derivation options. A distinguishing feature of the SD~l 

approach is the focus on the specification of the class without the development of 

hierarchies or networks presenting the interrelationships among classes. The syntax 

and process of the SDM is difficult for novice designers to grasp. Therefore, the 

relationship specifications are built when the designer draws a relationship object on 

the screen. 

If the interclass connection of an object contains the keyword subclass, a gener

alization relationship is drawn as a triangle with an arc to the superclass and subclass 

and labeled with the text from the connection specification. If more than one object. 

has the same subclass specification, arcs are added from the original relationship to 

the object. If the keyword grouping is present, a grouping relationship is dra\\'n as 

an upside-down pentagon with arcs to the named object and labeled as above. If 

more than one object is named in the grouping specification, arcs are added frolll 

the bottom of the pentagon to the named objects. 
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The relationships are viewed as separate objects, yet are virtual since they are 

defined through the interclass connection. By specifying "subclass" or "grouping" 

when defining the class object, the relationship is automatically constructed. 

An association relationship is specified in two ways. The first occurs when choos

ing the value class for the attribute. For example (see Figure 3.16), the value class 

for the Type attribute of the SHIPS class is SHIP_TYPE_NAMES. This relationship 

is labeled on the portion of the arc pointing to the value class. If an inverse is 

indicated, the other portion of the arc is labeled. This relationship is virtual because 

it is defined by the value class. The second way to define an association relationship 

is when a match is specified. A match acts on at least two attributes and both 

must exist. The linking attribute must be of the same domain. For example, the 

Captain attribute of the class SHIPS matches on "Officer of ASSIGNMENTS on 

Ship". OFFICERS and Captain must exist and be of the same domain. \Vhenever 

a match is specified, the relationship object can be displayed as either a class ob

ject or as an association relationship. If one attribute is designa.ted as multi-valued, 

the relationship is 1:N'. If both attributes are multi-valued, then the relationship 

becomes M:N'. It is legal for relationships to contain attributes. 'When an a.ttribute 

is specified for a relationship, it is converted to a class object. 

Identifier attributes are drawn in red. If an attribute is derived, a dotted arc is 

drawn and labeled with the derivation text. Derived attributes must be based on 

at least one attribute in the same class while the constraint may exist on another 

object. Derived attributes could be converted to methods. 
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CHAPTER 4 

VIEW INTEGRATION METHODOLOGY 

The methodology suggested by Navathe et al. [79] for view integration along with 

several extensions is embedded in MUVIS (see Figure 4.18). Extensions to the frame

work include integration of composite (grouping) objects. The complexity of inte

grating relationships is reduced by the use of virtual relationships in the SDM. Re

lationships are automatically integrated when an object is integrated. Objects are 

compared in a pairwise fashion to determine their equivalence by applying rules and 

heuristics. This is represented as a degree of similarity. Objects are then categorized 

as: 1) similar with identical domains, 2) similar with contained or overlapping do

mains, 3) similar with disjoint domains, 4) dissimilar. Integration rules are applied 

by category to these objects in order to integrate them into the GCS. The first sec

tion discusses pre-integration and the second section presents the object equivalence 

procedure. Section 4.3 applies the integration rules based on the results of the object 

equivalence for the SDM. The last section provides a summary on the methodology. 

4.1 Pre-Integration 

During pre-integration the database designer must choose the order in which the 

views will be integrated. It has been suggested that weights could be assigned to 

different views based on the importance of the user to the database, or upon the 
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Pre-Integration 

Object Equivalency 

Integration 

Figure 4.18: Navathe et al. Integration Methodology 
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expected accuracy of the view [11]. For the purposes of this discussion it is a.ssumed 

that the designer merely chooses two views for integration. There are many strategies 

for choosing the views (see Figure 4.19): 1) binary (ladder and balanced), and 2) 

n-ary (one-shot and iterative) [11]. In the ladder strategy, views are combined two 

at a time; the output then becoming one of the inputs to the next iteration. The 

balanced strategy merges two views at a time, for all the views and then combines 

the outputs as before. One-shot examines all the views at once and a.ttempts to 

integrate them into one view. Iterative merges views all at once or in several steps 

depending on the particular case. The methodology presented here uses the ladder 

strategy. 

N-ary strategies suffer from the high complexity of the integration step with re

spect to the number of schemas to be integrated. Generally, the merging algorithm 

for n schemas can be shown to be n 2 in complexity. Binary strategies keep n small: 

however the tradeoff is in the increased number of integrations. As Wagner pointed 

out, if no information is lost at each step, the final integrated schema will be COI11-

plete [116]. The ladder strategy is suitable here for the above reason and for two 

others. First, the partially integrated schema (or intermediate schema) has inherent 

importance; conflicts can be resolved in favor of the partially integrated schema. 

The partially integrated schema may contain more "correct" information than a new 

view because it is a summary of the views already integrated. In MUVIS, groups 

may return for more design sessions or other groups may be modeling their views 

in parallel. The ladder strategy allows these to be seamlessly incorporated. Second, 

the integrated schema can be built incrementally without requiring the extra \\'01'\, 

that n-ary strategies do; every time that an n-ary integration strategy is run, all 

interview assertions must be defined. 
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Integration Process 

binary n-ary 

A A 
Ladder Balanced One-Shot Iterative 

Figure 4.19: Integration Strategies 

4.2 Object Equivalence 

Assuming the two views have been chosen, the designer must then compare the 

objects in the view to determine their similarities. The object equivalence testing 

step is a very complex and difficult one [116]. For purposes of this discussion, one 

of the views to be compared is designated as the "GCS" view and all the objects it 

contains are labeled GCS objects. 

Object equivalence is determined by comparing the aspects of each and computing 

a weighted probability through the application of rules and heuristics. For example, 

if one rule provides a probability of 0.5 and another of 0.3, the final probability is 

0.65 (0.5 + (1 - 0.5)(0.3)). This is standard independent probability combination. 

How this probability is used will be discussed later. High probabilities indicate pairs 



of objects with a great deal of similarity. The degree of similarity is made up from 

sets of rules on class, attribute and transaction equivalence that is presented to the 

designer as a recommendation and can be overridden at any time. 

4.2.1 Class Equivalence 

In order to determine the extent to which classes are similar, all of the class modeling 

constructs available must be compared. The following rules are used for determining 

the probability (P) of similarity between two classes: 

1. If the class names are the same or if the class names are found equivalent 

through searching the synonym lexicon, then P = 0.5. 

Much importance is placed on the matching of the class names. Accordingly, 

the more comprehensive the synonym lexicon, the greater the chance that se

mantically equivalent labels will be discovered. When the labels are found to 

be similar, it is reasonably certain that the classes are, indeed, similar, but it 

is not known if they are identical. 

2. If the class identifiers are found to be similar, then P = (0.5) * (number of 

identifiers the same/total number of identifiers in the GCS object). 

A weighted average of similar identifiers is chosen so as not to give undue 

advantage to a class which may have many identifiers defined. When some 01' 

all of the identifiers match, it is reasonably certain that the classes are similar. 

3. If the interclass connection is equivalent, then P = 0.5. 

When the interclass connection (subclass or grouping) is equivalent, it is as

sumed that the classes are related somehow, e.g., distinct siblings or overlapping 

semantics. 
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4. If the attributes (class, member) are similar, then P = (0.25) * (number of 

attributes similar/total number of attributes in the GCS). 

All of the attributes of both classes must be compared. A weighted average of 

those that are found to be similar is used in computing the similarity of the 

class (for the same reasons as above). As more of the attributes are equivalent, 

confidence that the classes are similar increases. 

5. If transactions are similar, then P = (0.25)*(numberof transaction similar/total 

number of transactions in the GCS object). 

All of the transactions of both classes must be compared. A weighted average 

of those that are found to be similar is used in computing the similarity of 
the class (for the same reasons as above). As more of the transactions art:' 

equivalent, confidence that the classes are similar increases. 

4.2.2 Attribute Equivalence 

In order to determine whether or not two attributes are equivalent, all of the modeling 

constructs for attributes must be compared. Probability of attribute similarity (Pa ) 

is determined as follows: 

1. If the attribute names are identical or if the attribute names are found equiv

alent through searching the synonym lexicon, then Pa = 0.9. 

At this atomic level, it is assumed that if the names of the attributes are 

equivalent, the attributes must be equivalent. 

2. If the attribute's value class is equivalent, then Pa = O.S. 

The value class is the domain of the attribute. V\'hen two attributes ha.ve 

the same domain, it does not follow that they are semantically equivalent, 
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e.g., Captain has domain OFFICERS and Commanding_Officer has doma.in 

OFFICERS. They do not have the same name. However, if they share other 

modeling constructs the two might be recommended as being equivalent. Only 

the designer(s) or user(s) can ultimately make this decision. 

3. For every other aspect (multivalued, origin, etc.) that is equal, then Pa = 
(0.25)*(number of aspects equal/total number of aspects in the GCS attribute). 

All of the rest of the modeling constructs available in the SDM are compa.red 

and a weighted average applied to the probability of attribute simila.rity. 

A rule which applies after the above rules have fired will determine whether two 

attributes are recommended as equivalent or not. 

IF Pa > 0.8, and the designer agrees, 

THEN attributes are equivalent, 

ELSE attributes are not equivalent. 

The guard value (0.8) was chosen to ensure that either the attribute names were 

equivalent, or that the attributes share the same domain and one other construct. 

4.2.3 Transaction Equivalence 

Probability of transaction similarity (Pt ) is determined as follows: 

1. If the transaction names are equal, or if the transaction names are found equiv

alent through searching the synonym lexicon, then Pt = 0.9. 

As in attribute equivalence testing, much importance is placed on the transa.c

tion name. If the names are equivalent, it is assumed that the transactions arc 
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equivalent. 

2. If the objects involved are equal, then Pt = 0.7. 

This list merely indicates those attributes which might be needed to satisfy the 

transaction. When they match, it is an indication that the transaction uses 

the same data set, but they might not accomplish the same actions. 

3. If the transaction type is equal, then Pt = 0.5. 

4. If the transaction origin is equal, then Pt = 0.25. 

A rule which applies after the above rules have fired will determine whether t.wo 

transactions are recommended as equivalent or not. 

IF Pt > 0.8, and the designer agrees, 

THEN transactions are equivalent, 

ELSE transactions are not equivalent. 

The guard value (0.8) was chosen to ensure that either the transactions' names 

were equivalent, or that the transactions share the same list of objects involved and 

one other construct. 

4.2.4 Search Strategy 

In Wagner's research, object equivalence checking performed an exhaustive search 

of all entities and their attributes, On2m, where m is the number of entities and 

n is the number of attributes in the design [116]. Recent results by Sheth et al. 

demonstrated that objects could be compared at the attribute level first in order to 

determine equivalence [96]. Discussions with Bhargava suggested that this strategy 
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can be applied to class equivalence checkingl . Lists of the attributes and transactions 

are crea.ted and pairwise comparisons made. Classes which own similar attributes 

are flagged for later processing. The search is then reduced to On, where n is just 

the number of attributes and transactions. This significantly improves the search 

and comparison process. 

1 Personal communication at Naval Postgraduate School. 
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Type Degree of similarity 
Identical P > 0.8 

Similar 0.4 < P >= 0.8 
Disjoint 0< P >= 0.4 

Dissimilar p=o 

Table 4.5: Choosing Integration Strategy 

4.3 Object Integration 

Once the definition of objects, pre-integration, and object equivalence testing ha.ve 

been completed, objects can be integrated. The integration strategy is chosen based 

on the object equivalence testing. Navathe et al. have divided the integration of 

objects into four parts (identical, similar, disjoint and dissimilar), therefore the prob

ability space between 0 and 1 will also be divided into four parts (see Table 4.5). 

After interviewing database design experts and drawing on my own design ex

perience, it was concluded that in order for objects to be identical, they must have 

passed very many tests. Thus, a high "guard" was set (0.8). This gives a small 

probability space for identical objects. Similar objects need to pass fewer tests than 

identical objects. Thus, a middle-ground guard was set. Likewise, disjoint objects 

pass even fewer tests, and a low guard was set. Finally, if none of the similarity rules 

fire, then objects are dissimilar. 

Also, as will become evident, 0.8 was chosen such that the class names, at least 

one identifier, attribute, or transaction and one other modeling construct must be 

found to be equivalent before the classes are recommended as being identical. This is 

a high restriction in order to reduce the possibility of Type II errors: recommending 

that the classes are identical when in fact, they are not. As experience is gained, 
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these values may be adjusted up or down as appropriate. FUrthermore, the designer 

may override the recommendations at any time. 

The decision rules in increasing order of complexity are: 

1. If P = 0, then objects are dissimilar. 

This implies that no similarities were found between the two objects and IS 

the simplest case for object integration. Dissimilar objects can be integrated 

into the GCS schema without any alterations to any objects. The only checks 

which must be performed are checking for existence of attribute domains. 

2. If 0 < P <= 0.4, then objects have disjoint domains. 

This implies that some of the attributes of the two classes are similar. None 

of the class information is similar, however. In this case, the designer lllllst 

decide how to combine the objects or even if t.hey are integratable at all. Any 

integration is done manually. Any new relationships that. are found are defined 

manually. 

3. If 0.4 < P <= 0.8, then objects have similar domains. 

This implies that some of the attributes or transactions are equivalent and the 

interclass connection is equivalent. One other rule is then applied. 

(a) If the identifiers of one class are a subset of another, then the class IS 

contained, else the class is overlapping. 

When the identifiers of a class (A) are a subset of the identifiers of another 

class (B), then the instances of A can be uniquely identified by the use of 

the identifiers in B. This implies that B could be a subclass of A. 

When one domain is contained in another, an interclass conn eciion of 
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type subclass is specified for the contained class. The attributes a.re dis

tributed among the two classes as follows: 1) the subclass retains those 

attributes and transactions of that class that do not have equivalent at

tributes in the superclass, 2) the superclass remains unchanged. Two 

classes are integrated into the GCS (see Figure 4.20). 

Alternatively, when the identifiers have no resemblance, the classes prob

ably have no common instances. This implies that, if indeed they are 

similar classes, they both could be sibling classes of a superclass. 

Where the domains are overlapping, a root class is created that is the 

union of attributes, identifiers and t.ransactions from the other two classes 

and has a name tha.t is the concatenation of both classes. The previolls 

classes become subclasses with an interclass connection (subclass) defined 

(see Figure 4.21). Three classes are integrated into the global schema. 

4. If P > 0.8, then objects are identical. 

This implies that the class names are equivalent, the identifiers are equivalent, 

the interclass connection is equivalent, and a significant set of the a.ttributes or 

transactions are equivalent. 

The name of the object in the GCS is preserved. The integra.ted schema will 

contain one class that is the union of the two classes' attributes, identifiers and 

transactions. If there is an interclass connection, the specification that exists 

in the GCS is preserved. 

4.3.1 Example 

Consider the simple example in Figure 4.22. The SHIPS object exists in the GCS 

and the BOATS object is being integrated from a user view. The class names, 
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SHIPS )-----1 OFFICERS 

View 1 

FRIGATES t----~. }-----1 OFFICERS 

View 2 

SHIPS OFFICERS 

/FRIGATESi 

Figure 4.20: Contained Domains 
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FRIGATES 1-----< >----1 OFFICERS 

View 1 

TANKERS 1----< >----1 OFFICERS 

View 2 

SHIPS OFFICERS 

iTANKERSI 

Figure 4.21: Overlapping Domains 
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SHIPS and BOATS, do not match, but assume that after searching the synonym 

lexicon that users have previously created, they are determined to be equivalent 

(P = 0.5). Step two would be to compare the interclass connection, but in the 

example both classes have none. The third step is to examine the identifiers. The 

first identifier Name is determined to be equivalent in both classes because both the 

name and the domain of the identifier are equal. The next identifier, Hull_Number, 

is compared to Identifier-N'umber and since they have the same domain, a partial 

name ma.tch and share the may not be null clause, they are recommended as equiva.lent 

(Pa > 0.8). The maximum P if all the identifiers are the same is 0.5, however, this 

probability is multiplied by a ratio of the number of identifiers that are equivalent t.o 

those in the GCS class to the total number in the GCS class. In our example, all are 

equivalent and P = 0.75 (O.5+{1-0.5)(O.5*2/2)). Step four would be to compare the 

class attributes, but neither class has any. The fifth step is to compare the remaining 

member attributes. Name and Hull_Number have already been compared, and it is 

determined that the Captain attributes are equivalent because they have the same 

name and value class (Pa > 0.8). All of the membei" attributes in the GCS clap~; hflve 

been compared and P = 0.8125. Step six would be to compare all the tra.nsa.ctions, 

but neither class has any. The comparison process is now halted. The probability of 

similarity is greater than 0.8 and the system would recommend that the two classes 

are identical. 



SHIPS 
description: all ships in U.S. waters 
member attributes: 

Name: 
value class: STRINGS 

H ull_N urn ber: 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 
not changeable 

Captain: 
value class: OFFICERS 

identifiers: 
Name 
HulLNumber 

BOATS 
description: all things that floa.t 
member attributes: 

Name: 
value class: STRINGS 

Identifying_N urn bel': 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 

Size: 
value class: INTEGERS 

Engines: 
value class: ENGINES 

Captain: 
value class: OFFICEHS 

class attributes: 
Minimum_Tonnage: 

value class: INTEGERS 
derivation: min(Size) 

iden tifiers: 
Name 
Identifying_Number 

Figure 4.22: Degree of Similarity Comparison 
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4.4 Relationship Integration 

All generalization and aggregation relationships can be directly incorporated into 

the integrated schema. These relationships do not exist as discrete objects; they 

are virtual since they are defined by an interclass connection. However, the objects 

referred to in the interclass connection must exist. All association relationships in 

which that object participates can be directly integrated. Many of these relationships 

are also virtual; they are defined by the value class. In this case, the specified 

value class must exist in the integrated schema. Integration of an actual association 

relationship is governed by all of the rules previously specified for object classes. 

We will examine the possible types of relationship integration and show that the 

rules for object class integration will prevail for all but one case. 

4.4.1 Same Structural Constraints 

This is the simplest case. Consider two views where the object classes have the 

same interclass connection or value class, and thus the same virtual relationship (see 

Figure 4.23). If these classes are similar, then only one object will be integrated 

into the global conceptual schema and that object will have an integrated interclass 

connection or value class. The object pointed to by the interclass connection must 

exist, and only one relationship will be integrated. Figure 4.21 shows two input. 

views, where the domains overlap. The two objects become subclasses of a root 

class. This root class contains the single virtual relationship. 
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4.4.2 Differing Structural Constraints 

If one view is more constrained than the other, one class will become a subclass of t.he 

other during object integration (see Figure 4.20). When this happens, the interclass 

connection of the superclass will continue to point to the object in the relationship, 

but the subclass will not; it will contain an interclass connection that points to its 

superclass. View (a) allows SHIPS to have many officers, but view (b) constrains 

FRIGATES to have only one officer. If SHIPS are considered the superclass to 

FRIGATES, then SHIPS contains FRIGATES and any ship may have many 

officers. 

4.4.3 Relationships Subsets 

If two relationship objects exist and one is a subset of the other, if both are treated 

as objects during the previous phase, the interclass connection of the subclass will 

point to the superclass. This will indicate the generalization relationship between 

the two relationship objects (see Figure 4.23). Since strict inheritance is observed, 

the subclass will no longer need to be explicitly involved in the relationship. Thus 

the SHIPS class will be related to the OFFICERS class only through the AS

SIGNMENTS class. 

Note that these are no longer virtual relationships. When the generalization 

occurs, two object classes are created, a subclass with an interclass connection to a 

superclass. 
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Figure 4.23: Relationship Subsets 
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4.4.4 Disjoint Relationships 

When a class is involved in different relationships from two different attributes, both 

relationships will be integrated into the global conceptual schema. 

4.4.5 Overlapping Relationships 

This is a case in which the class objects under consideration are deemed to be sub

classes of another object; it is handled during object integration. 

4.4.6 Differing Degree Relationships 

In order for objects to have differing degree, an actual relationship class object must 

exist. This object will have attributes that imply relationships through the specifi

cation of the value class that involve several other object classes. If two objects are 

being compared, one with a virtual relationship to an object and one with a specific 

relationship to an object, the system suggests to the designer that the specific re

lationship be maintained. The virtual relationship can still be derived [79, 80] (see 

Figure 4.24). 
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4.5 Summary 

All attributes and transactions are compared for similarity. Class objects are then 

compared based on the above similarities. Those classes found to be identical, similar 

with contained or overlapping domains, disjoint or dissimilar, are integrated following 

the appropriate procedure. All attempts are made to minimize interaction with the 

designer. 

Previously, Sheth et al. and Navathe et al. required different rules for entities 

and relationships. But, since entities and relationships are considered objects in 

the SDM, one set of rules will handle all integration cases. Only the integration of 

differing degree relationships requires the application of additional rules. Thus the 

integration process has been greatly simplified. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MULTI-USER VIEW INTEGRATION SYSTEM 

This chapter describes the design and implementation of the M ulti-User View Inte

gration System (MUVIS), a CSCW tool. MUVIS is composed of two subsystems, 

the Group View Modeling System (GVMS) and the View Integration System (VIS). 

Both of these systems can operate on a PC Local Area Network (see Figure 5.2.5) as 

well as stand-alone. Section 1 resolves the concurrency control issue for MUVIS and 

section 2 describes the target environment. Section 3 presents the Group View Mod

eling System architecture, detailed design and implementation. Section 4 specifics 

the design and implementation of the View Integration System. 

5.1 Concurrency Control 

Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) is best described as the use of 

information technology to enhance "work group activity" [86]. Work groups are de

fined as "being of moderate size, possessing shared goals, and sharing a. common 

project space" [47]. Olson has also stated that connectivity brings the potential to 

support cooperative work but that current tools are inadequate. Stefick et al. flll'

ther complicate CSCW by requiring the presentation of consistent images of shared 

data to all group members; "What You See Is What I See" (WYSIWIS) [105]. Al

lowing different views of the group image has been suggested as well as insisting on 
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Figure 5.25: Operation of MUVIS 

synchronization of data exchange and system use [94, 119]. 

Applications that allow collaborative work have been known to use myriad data 

sharing and exchanging techniques. These include: 1) shared files - used by know Jedge

based applications and centralized applications, 2) shared screens - used by presen

tation support systems, 3) shared data structures - used by shared editors (tight 

coupling), and 4) control messaging - used by most systems to facilitate control and 

data access. In order to share data in real-time, applications require concurrency 

control and in order to have individual views, copies of the shared data must. be 

maintained locally [87]. 

Many concurrency control mechanisms have been used for CSC\'" applications. 

Pendergast has indicated that the technique which optimizes network and processor 

resources is the Multiple Copy Centralized Lock Model [87]. \~Tith this model, each 

workstation has a copy of the shared data. The data can be read locally, but before 
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being written, a lock is requested from the central data server; the lock is granted, 

the update transmitted to the server, the lock is released and the server broadcasts 

the update back to the other workstations. Figure 5.26 shows the data exchange 

model and central lock server. Pendergast has generalized Bui's architecture for 

collaborative applications [21]. The main components are the participants, the ap

plications they use, the facilitator and the software which coordinates the group's 

activity. Coordination is embedded in the central data server. 

The central data/lock server model implies high overhead in the form of increased 

network traffic for granting/releasing locks and waiting for locked data to clea.r. It 

also implies that the group must have a facilitator on hand before engaging in the 

group activity. These constraints restrict the applicability of the system. Many tasks 

lend themselves to spontaneous group interaction and users do not like to wait. for 

system response. Graphical data is often much larger than textual data which may 

congest the network even more. Therefore, this research intends to remove the role 

of the facilitator to allow the group to be created by any user and to be dynamically 

altered to reflect the comings and goings of group members. Several aspects of the 

Pendergast's model will be retained, but the central data/lock server is removed. 

The main advantage of retaining the broadcast is that a program written for 

single-use can be quickly altered to multi-use by simply changing I/O methods t.o 

broadcast methods [105]. It is an object-oriented technique whose only failing is 

a lack of a central lock server for concurrency control. This implies a potential 

loss of data integrity. But, maintaining local copies of the data has tremendous 

read/display advantages (especially in high-resolution graphics applications) as the 

access to the data is controlled locally. In order to provide some concurrency control, 

the dependency detection approach is utilized. Objects are timestamped, and when 
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changes are made to the data, if the timestamps of the data are not identical, a 

conflict is reported. This conflict must be resolved by having either the newest 

(or the oldest) update be discarded. Pendergast notes that this method is better 

than a cooperative access approach, but inferior to a centralized lock approach for 

ensuring data integrity. If a locking mechanism becomes necessary, the centralized 

approach would be implemented and the server would be responsible for granting 

locks, broadcasting data updates, and releasing locks. The function of the server 

would be incorporated into the role of one of the user applications. 

5.2 Target Environment 

The target environment is that of IBM personal computers on a local area network 

which supports the IBM NETBIOS protocol (see Figure 5.27). This has the ad

vantages that PC's are less expensive than high-end UNIX workstations and t.here 

are many languages and tools to support software development. However severnl 

limitations exist [87]: 

• Single-Task Programming: Given the target environment, the preva.lent. 

operating system is still DOS, a single-tasking operating system. Both Unix 

and OS/2 require large amounts of RAM and huge amounts of disk space, both 

of which most users are hesitant to pay for. Performance studies have demon

strated that multi-tasking operating systems are superior for high performance 

workstation activity. However, a working compromise exists. Microsoft Win

dows (MS-WINDOWS) is a multi-tasking window manager that is popular for 

high performance PCs. MS-WINDOWS is based on a messaging protocol. Mes

sa.ges for applications are queued and forwarded to the application depending 

on priority. This allows all applications to get processor time as needed (the 
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algorithm prevents starvation) and is an efficient use of computation power. 

MS-WINDOWS is also a virtual memory manager which pages applicat.ioll 

software out to disk based on a Least Recently Used algorithm. Since the MOk 

barrier for PC's has been identified as a bottleneck, this effectively removes 

it. Although memory up to 16 megabytes can be addressed, the application 

becomes tied to the speed of the disk the memory is paged to. This will even

tually become a non-problem as the price of random access memory decreases, 

allowing the paged area to be put in memory itself. 

MS-\VINDO\VS provides memory independence in that a request for memory 

is done through a "handle" which is mapped to a 32-bit address. This increases 

overhea.d but removes responsibility for memory management by the applica

tion. MS-WINDO\VS can shuffle memory around depending on a.pplication 
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activity without fear of losing data. 

MS-WINDOWS also provides data independence. Since MS-VvINDO\i\/S in

corporates drivers for different monitors and processor architectures, the appli

cation can perform graphic manipulation in logical coordinates and leave the 

mapping into physical coordinates up to the driver. Again, this incurs over

head, but relieves the application from have to attempt to support multiple 

hardware platforms . 

• Memory Constraints: PC's are currently constrained to 640k of RAM. Net

work fi1e server device drivers and high resolution graphics drivers often con

sume as much as 250k of RAM, thereby leaving only 400],: for traditional appli

cations. Extended and expanded memory is available, but few programs take 

advantage of it. However, MS-WINDOWS is an application environment which 

does take advantage of extra memory. It is capable of mapping the applica

tion program into a contiguous (or not) segment of memory that is as large as 

SOOk, no matter what drivers are also loaded. This allows greater flexibility 

for applications. The object-oriented programming language, ACTOR, creates 

application programs that run under MS-WINDO\VS. ACTOR swaps code in 

and out of memory as needed; a virtual memory application. Thus, application 

code can be as large as 1 megabyte, but only consume 120],: of RAM. Perfor

mance does suffer if ACTOR is forced to page to physical disk, but by setting 

up a RAM disk for swapping space, no performance is lost. 

The 0-0 paradigm for software environments views all data structures as ob

jects in an object class hierarchy. These objects respond to messages that 

are sent to them to initiate a behavior, e.g., "pop" a stack object. The same 

message can be sent to more than one object class and can be respond to in 

different ways, e.g., "draw" when sent to a circle object is slightly different than 
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when sent to a rectangle object. MS-WINDOWS manages applications by cli-" 

recting messages through a window manager. These messages are the same 

as those previously discussed but are merely prefaced with the handle to the 

window within which the object resides. This environment is highly conducive 

to CSCW application development as all keyboard, mouse and network inputs 

are handled by messages (see Figure 5.28). A single application can respond 

to a message from any source. 

• Disk Access Speeds: Applications which depend on the accessing of a shared 

drive on a file server will be disk bound, not network bound. The throughput 

of most networks is superior to that of disks for small amounts of da.ta. This 

implies tha.t messaging from application to application should be through the 

network. 

• File Locking: Most shared file systems support file locking, but only for st.atic 

files. Dynamic files are not handled well, nor are there recovery mechanisms if 

an application aborts abnormally. 

• Network Application Programming Interface: PC Network API's do 

not allow applications to "post" a listen/receive command for every session 

connection, however, they can listen to one named network with one active 

listen. 

Fundamental to providing the requirements stated previously in a personal 

computing environment using ava.ilable Local Area Network (LAN) technol

ogy is the availability of "stainless steel" pipes or secure session connections 

between systems. The previous examination of PC-LAN applica.tion develop

ment environments showed that much emphasis had been placed on single-user 

applications potentially accessing sha.red disks. In the textual a.rena, with the 
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exception of Pendergast's applications, the most advanced PC-LAN programs 

communicate by creation of shared files. Applications must constantly poll the 

server disk, increasing network load and reducing efficiency. However, since se

cure session connections are available and their worth has been demonstrated, 

this research ~ill incorporate them. Applications must maintain logical ses

sion connections in a fully interconnected network in order to facilitate the 

broadcast/multicast paradigm. 

Pendergast has overcome this obstacle with the development of PLEXNET. 

It has built in datagrams, queuing and acknowledgment at the interrupt level. 

When an interrupt from the network is received, the data are copied into a tem

porary buffer, checksummed, acknowledged and, for MS-\iVINDOWS applica

tions, a message to receive the data is posted to the application on the windo\\' 

manager's queue (see Figure 5.28). This allows asynchronous processing by 

communicating applications. Multiple transport connections are multiplexed 

to a single session connection, thereby minimizing buffer sizes and outstanding 

network API requests. Multicast and broadcast messaging is supported for the 

session connections. As well, PLEXNET supports a record oriented protocol 

as opposed to a byte stream protocol. This preserves message boundaries and 

relieves the application program of parsing the input stream; the application 

can process the entire message once it is received. 

5.3 Group View Modeling System 

The Group View Modeling System (GVMS) is a graphic application which allows 

users on a LAN to edit the same ER. diagram at the same time. As is not the 

case for other (textual) multi-user editors, users can edit portions of the diagram 
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independently. Users see changes in the diagram made by others without needing to 

manually request a screen refresh. No locking of objects is employed, but users are 

notified if an object has been changed by another user while they were editing it. 

The symbols used by GYMS are those of the EERM as outlined in Chapter 3. Other 

modeling constructs of the SDM are captured during the definition of the EERM 

objects. 

GYMS's architecture (see Figure 5.29) was guided by the following objectives: 

1. To define an interactive methodological environment to gather as much seman

tic information as possible from the designer, 

2. To ease the difficulty of view integration by having groups of designers define 

their view simultaneously, 

3. To facilitate interaction with the designer by offering an easy to use graphical 
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interface, 

4. To build an open system of modules that allows integration of new concepts 

and simplifies implementation. 

GVMS can be utilized in the EMS environment as either a front-screen display 

system, or a group conceptual design system. When in a "black-board" role with a 

front-screen projector, a facilitator can load a previously defined schema and browse 

the dia.gram while soliciting feedback on the design. When invoked as a group design 

system, users can interact at will to create conceptual designs of proposed or existing 

databases. The size of the schema is not limited to the size of the screen a.nd all 

inputs are logged for potential analysis later. Both the textual description of the 

schema or the graphic depiction is available for printing. GVMS can be used by 

either competing or cooperating groups. 

GVMS supports conceptual modeling by collecting multiple views simultaneously 

from groups of designers. Database designers interact with GVMS, which at the end 

of a design session produces a conceptual schema containing all objects crea.ted by the 

group. This then becomes input to the View Integration System (VIS). This schema. 

has naming conflicts resolved, but must be analyzed by the VIS before becoming a. 

Global Conceptual Schema (eCS) because it is possible that redundancies exist in 

the design. 

A high resolution graphical interface is used for gathering user views and is capa

ble of displaying views at varying levels of detail. The graphical interface presents the 

designer with what appears to be a blank sheet of paper and a menu of the object.s 

available for drawing, e.g., Entity, Attribute, Class A ttribute and Tmnsaction (see 

Figure 5.30). The mouse is used to select objects, to place the various objects on the 

screen and to perform diagram management. Previously defined primitive objects 
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Figure 5.30: Initial GVMS Window 

are available in object metabases for use in the design, e.g., STRINGS, INTEGERS, 

DATES, BOOLEANS [35]. 

GVMS's use of graphical design diagrams has its foundations on work done at 

Xerox in tying graphical representations to all objects and in a Spatial Data Manage

ment system at M.I.T. [37]. The value of interactively specifying and manipulating 

such objects through their graphical representations was first described by Shneider

man [99]. The idea of a graphic design tree to guide the user was put forth by Teory 

and Cobb [108]. The networking and group aspects were guided by work done by 

Nunamaker and Pendergast at the University of Arizona where several tools ha\'e 



been developed for sharing text simultaneously in real-time [83, 87]. 

GVMS allows the incremental and interactive definition of the structure of a 

new or existing schema through the creation, deletion and modification of objects of 

various types. These functions can only be performed after a check of the consistency 

(e.g., coherence with the model and satisfaction of t.he constraints) of the schema 

that would be produced. If consistency would be preserved, the transformations are 

performed and the group design altered. Otherwise, the occurrence of inconsistencies 

is signaled to the user in the form of an error message box. The inconsistencies are 

classified as follows: 

1. Naming Inconsistencies. These arise when a user tries to create an object with 

the same name as an existing object of the same type. Synonym checking is 

performed on the object against the local copy of the schema [90]. 

2. Connection Inconsistencies. These arise when the user tries to establish a 

connection between objects of the schema that conflict with the model, e.g., 

subclass relationship on attribute objects. 

3. Hierarchy Inconsistencies. These arise when the user tries to define a hierarchy 

which is inconsistent with the model, e.g., a generalization cycle between class 

objects. 

5.3.1 Operation 

Representatives from each user group are gathered together in a room as described 

previously and are seated one to a workstation. The first. user to initiate a design 

session for a particular group becomes designated as the PRIMARY user; successive 

users are alternates. The primary user application has added responsibilities that are 
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outlined later. The main "View Modeling" window gives the designer an equivalent 

of a blank sheet of paper. She may proceed to create objects which represents her 

view or she can load a previously defined view. All interactions with GVMS can be 

made with the mouse. Menu selections are available for: 

1. common file operations such as new, open, save, and save as; 

2. object creation such as new class, attribute, class attribute and transaction; 

3. diagram leveling such as levels of abstraction, association, attribute, pseudo

ER, and full; 

4. zooming functions such as zoom in 2x, 4x or zoom out 2x, 4x and zoom home; 

5. printing the diagram or the text definition, 

6. on-line help. 

GVMS is invoked from the DOS command line by entering: 

win actor.exe gvms.ima /name="UserName" 

This initiates MS-WINDOWS and starts up the GVMS application. The optional 

parameter /name="UserName" is used when the user wishes to assign an explicit 

network name. Without it, GVMS generates a random, anonymous string as a 

network name. Users are prompted to see if they really wish to join the network. 

By answering NO, users have the complete functionality of GVMS, except that the 

design is not shared with anyone else. 

GVMS utilizes a modified cascade system for reliability and recovery. Each node 

attempts to attach itself with the network name of "PRU"IARY". The network will 



not allow nodes with duplicate names, so if a node is successful in attaching to the 

network, it becomes the PRIMARY node. All nodes unsuccessful at attaching as 

PRIMARY attempt with the name "SECONDARY". Again, a successful node can 

assume it is second. These first two nodes have added responsibility. All other nodes 

attach themselves with some sort of name. If two nodes happen to use the same 

name, only one will be successful and the other will need to generate another name 

and repea.t the attachment process. 

The first task of a successfully attached node (other than PRIMARY) is to open a 

session connection with PRIMARY. This is attempted for 30 seconds. If no response 

is made, the node removes itself from the network and terminates the application, 

notifying the user that the group session was unable to sta.rt. \¥hen the session 

connection is successful, the PRIMARY node sends the current schema to the new 

node. If PRIMARY doesn't respond within 10 seconds, the new node connect.s t.o 

SECONDARY and requests the current schema. (The PRIMARY node request.s the 

current schema directly from SECONDARY if it has crashed). After the current 

schema is received, a list of currently connected nodes is sent to the newly connected 

node and their names are added to the list. The newly connected node then attempt.s 

to open a connection with all the nodes on the list. This will result in a logical, 

fully interconnected network (see Figure 5.31). This greatly facilitates the broadcast 

function as the data can be sent to all connections. If a node crashes, it needs merely 

to follow the same procedure above, and it will reconnect to the current set of nodes. 

Following are some propositions to demonstrate the robustness of the distributed 

system: 

Proposition 1 A stable distributed system with n > 2 nodes contains two and only 

two distinguished nodes. 
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• Rule 1: The network enforces unique names of nodes attached to it. 

• Rule 2: Two distinguished names exist - PRIMARY and SECONDARY. 

• Rule 3: Every node attempts to enter with the name of PRIMARY. If unsuc
cessful, every node attempts to enter with the name of SECONDARY. 

• Rule 4: If a node is unsuccessful at attaching as SECONDARY, a random 
name is generated. 

• Rule 5: If a node is unsuccessful at attaching with a randomly generated name, 
another is generated, and the process repeated until successful attachment .. 

• Rule 6: Once attached, every node calls PRIMARY for the current schema 
and a list of who is attached. PRIMARY sends the information and add the 
node's name to the list. If PRIMARY does not answer within 30 seconds, the 
request is made of SECONDARY. Nodes do not call themselves. 

• Rule 8: The system uses an atomic broadcast where the sending of one message 
is completed before another message can be sent. . 

• Rule 9: Upon receipt, a message is compared to every message waiting to be 
sent. 

Table 5.6: Network Application Rules 

Proof: 

• Case 1: An empty network has no distinguished nodes. 

• Case 2: The first node to enter becomes PRIMARY because there is no competition 
for the name. 

• Case 3: The second node to enter cannot become PRIMARY due to Rule 1. Thus 
it becomes SECONDARY because there is no competition for the na.me. 

• Case 4: When nodes n > 2 enter, there cannot be a name conflict. 

• Case 5: Nodes n > 2 get the list of who is connected and open a session connection 
with them. 

Proposition 2 Failu1'e of one distinguished node allows continuous opemtion of the 

system. 

Proof: 

Continuous operation is provided because both distinguished nodes are mir
roring each other. Both distinguished nodes record the system state and every 
node will seek the system state from either distinguished node (Rule 6). 
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Proposition 3 A dynamic system will seek the stable state. 

Proof: 

At the next entry of a. node, the system will recover the lost distinguished node 
(follows from Rule 3 and 1). This "new" distinguished node will call the other 
distinguished node for the information necessary to become current. 

1')_I 

To load a previously defined schema, a user chooses Open from the File pull-down 

menu. A dialog box with the list of files in the current directory are shown and a. file 

can be selected from the list by double-clicking the mouse on the filename. When 

the file has been read, the conceptual objects are drawn on the screen in the defa.ult 

Home view. If the schema is altered, it can be saved in the same file 01' another file 

by choosing Save or Save As from the same menu. Similar dialog boxes appear. 

To create new conceptual objects, users choose the object they wish to create 

from under the New menu. A dialog box for defining the object appears containing 

fields for the name, domain, description, etc. In order to edit a. previously created 
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object, the user merely positions the mouse over the symbol representing it and 

double-clicks the mouse. A dialog box appropriate to the object appears (as dl\l'ing 

object creation). Classes must have a namej all the other constructs are optional. 

Attributes must have a name and a domain declared. The domain is chosen from a 

list box containing all the classes defined in the schema. A transaction must have a 

name and a frequency of occurrence specified. This frequency is an integer per some 

unit time that the group has decided upon. 

Diagram leveling is performed by the user's choosing one of the menu choices 

under the Diagram menu. The default is Psuedo-ERj this draws classes, subclasses, 

grouping classes, attributes, class attributes and transactions on the screen. Associ

ation relationships are suppressed. Each time one of the choices is invoked, the list of 

objects to draw on the screen is created, the layout algorithm called and the objects 

drawn in the Home view. Users can position the mouse over an object, push t.he 

button down and holding it down, drag the selected object anywhere they wish 011 

the screen. This allows users to move overlapping objects for clarity. If the diagram 

has become unorganized through this type of manipulation, the user can invoke only 

the layout algorithm by selecting Organize from the same menu. As well, if a user 

has some reason to believe that his or her copy of the group diagram is not current., 

it can be refreshed from the primary copy by choosing Screen Refresh. 

The diagram can be zoomed in or out, to a very great depth, by selecting under 

the Zoom menu. When zoomed Home, the entire diagram is made to fit completely 

within the available window space. When zooming in, a box representing the respec

tive size of the proposed zoomed view is drawn and follows the mouse around the 

screen until the mouse is clicked. Users cannot zoom out past the Home view, no)' 

in past a view \vhich has less than 3 objects drawn in the window. 
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The three operations, create, change and delete, which impact the group vie\\' 

are described below. 

When a new object is created, its name is compared with all other objects of the 

same type in the metabases (class names are not compared with att7'ibute names) 

and if there are conflicts, the user is not allowed to use that name. After an. object. 

is successfully created at a local node, it is broadcast out to all other nodes (see 

Figure 5.32). When a node receives an incoming object, it immediately compares 

the name of the object with all other objects of that type in its local copy of the 

schema and in its outbound queue. If there are no conflicts, the object is added t.o 

the local metabase and appears on the screen for use. Since the network uses the 

token ring topology, a single object can be transmitted well within the timeout period 

of a single node. The network can be assumed to serialize the broadcast process. 

Further, the broadcast is implemented such that every station will receive it in turn. 

Since only the sender has the token, no other station may broadcast its object. The 

interrupt generated by the incoming object forces each workstation to process the 

object before broadcasting any new objects that it may have. The broadcast and 

processing can be thought of as an atomic transaction. This implies that, if there are 

name conflicts, the object is either being created locally or it lies in the outbound 

queue. 

Proof of Unique Objects 

Proposition 4 No two objects with identical keys can exist in the system. 

Based on Rules 8 and 9, the objects must cross paths in the incoming 01' 
outgoing queues. If both queues are scanned for unique keys, then Theorem 4 
holds. 
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When an object is received at a node, two possible courses of action can be 

followed: 1) accept the incoming object or 2) reject it. If the individual is allowed to 

reject the object, the creating node must wait for acknowledgment of acceptance from 

other nodes before proceeding. In order to avoid lengthy waiting periods and inter

node dialog, the local node is forced to accept the incoming object. The designer is 

notified of the conflict and given the opportunity to change the name of the local 

object if the incoming object does not satisfy her needs. During the integration 

process, the VIS may determine that the objects are similar and can be combined, 

but that is not the job of GVMS. It is anticipated that conflict situations will occur 

infreq uently. 

5.3.2 Design and Implementation 

The prototype is implemented under Microsoft Windows (MS-\VINDOWS), usillg 

the 0-0 programming language ACTOR. The PLEXNET network communicat.ion 

library is written in C for .IBM's NETBIOS. This configuration gives the most flex

ibility for installation at almost any site, as practically all PCs can invoke MS

WINDO\VS and most local networks support NETBIOS. The system operates in 

real-time. The choice of environment was made because of the ability to quickly 

build a prototype system, for the flexibility of the delivery platform and for reasons 

of immediate and cheap availability. GVMS is made up of 4 components: 

1. Application Manager: Events are handled by the application manager, in

cluding keyboard input, mouse input, and network input. As ACTOR and 

M8-'WINDOWS are message-based environments, when an input is received a 

message is sent to the application. The application responds to the message by 

executing a method to handle the event, e.g., window updates are performed 
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by a paint method. The paint method in turn sends a draw message to each 

object in the objectsToDraw set. As each object responds to the same message 

(polymorphism), but perhaps in a slightly different way, code readability is 

greatly enhanced. Figure 5.33 shows the object/data structure hierarchy used 

for the application. 

2. Object Manager: Objects incorporated in the design are stored in object meta

bases. Objects are received from the network and placed in the object base. 

The object base is divided logically into a gene1'ic metabase and a schema 

metabase. The schema metabase is a dictionary of all objects and relationships 

used in the current conceptual design while the generic metabase is the repos

itory for all objects that could potentially be used in a design. This generic 

metabase is a global dictionary containing objects which have been created foJ' 
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all previously defined views, including some of those objects determined to be 

most commonly used in database design [106]. These metabases are loaded at 

the start of a session. 

An object is a data structure with its own local data and methods to handle 

events directed at them. The draw method uses world coordinate data stored 

in the local variable shape, and the text stored in name. As each object type 

shares some functionality with other object types, a class hierarchy was con

structed. All objects have names and shapes and thus inherit this struct.UI'e 

from VMSObject. Some objects have more data defined in their class. They 

also inherit generic methods for functionality. If they require special functional

ity over the superclass method, they merely redefine the method in their class. 

This facet of the 0-0 paradigm greatly facilitates code maintenance. 

In order to uniquely identify objects in the schema quickly and efficiently, a 

surrogate key is assigned to each object. A random number is genera.ted using 

the local node's current time as a seed. If this positive integer has already 

been used by another object, the process is repeated until a unique number is 

found. This is done because it is allowable for two objects of different types 

to have the same name. The surrogate key is stored as two bytes and passed 

in network messages whenever an object needs to be identified. Theorem 4 

shows that even if two identical keys are created at the same time, only one 

will survive. 

3. Communication Mana.ger: Session connections are maintained with all other 

participants. Objects and dialog are transmitted over the network using these 

sessions (see Figure 5.34). The following communication primitives are ava.il

able by sending them as a sysmesg (see Table 5.7): 
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(a) openSession: Each workstation running the View Modeling System is reg

istered with all other workstations. 

(b) sendObject: Design objects can be broadcast to all nodes. 

(c) receive Object: As objects are received, they are inserted into the object 

base. The received objects are queued. This serializes the process and 

avoids contention. Naming conflicts are resolved as described later. 

(d) reloadGCS: If a workstation goes down, it can request the latest permanent 

copy of the GCS from the primary node. 

(e) closeSession: Cleaning up any outstanding work and closing the connec

tion. 

These primitives are methods embedded in a Session class which in turn is 

connected to the PLEXNET library. The PLEXNET library was altered to 

become an MS-WINDOWS Dynamic Link Library. This involved conversion t.o 

the large memory model and removal of any dynamic memory alloca.tions. The 

PLEXNET DLL has now been restricted to 16 session connections with a buffer 

space of 16k. This is more than adequate for testing and experimentation. 

4. Help Manager: Another MS-WINDOWS DLL was constructed for the Help. 

The DLL is loaded only when Help is requested and then is discarded from 

memory after use. By putting the Help in a DLL, the text of the Help could 

be stored in an ASCII resource file and merely added to the DLL through 

the resource compiler. This decouples any changes in the Help text from the 

GVMS, e.g., the language of Help can be changed without recompiling the 

system. As well, all strings menu labels and dialog box labels are stored in a 

rescmrce file. This allows the whole interface language to be changed without 

recompiling the system code. These changes can be made by anyone a.t the 
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delivery site without needing access to the source. 

5.3.3 Diagram Management 

The goal of conceptual modeling is to represent a view of the database. Frequently 

these graphical views are large and complex. If all the details of a design are pre

sented, the diagram becomes difficult to manage. A means to manage this complex

ity is provided through: 1) diagram leveling - designers can change their view from 

higher to lower levels of abstraction and vice versa, 2) zoom functions - designers can 

shrink or expand diagrams, 3) information hiding - designers can choose to suppress 

certain parts of a diagram. In the Group View Modeling subsystem, items (1) and 

(3) have been combined. It is thought that restricting the display to different levels 

of abstraction also adequately suppressed diagram complexity. 

The designer can proceed in a top-down manner, specifying basic objects and t.heir 

relationships and then filling in the detail needed to finish the design. The designer 

can also start with the full specification of each object and then proceed to the 

relationships between objects. Since each of these objects in the design are instances 

of a class of design objects, their instance variables contain all the necessary details 

to satisfy the requirements of the SDM. For demonstration purposes, the example 

from Hammer and McLeod is depicted at each level using the EERM. The levels are 

classified as abstraction, association, attribute, atomic and full [29]. 

Abstraction 

At this level only generalization and grouping relationships are shown. This is the 

most general level; the entire concept map is presented (see Figure 5.35). Only 
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Figure 5.35: Abstraction Diagram 

BaseClass, NonBaseClass, Generalization, Grouping objects and the links between 

them are drawn and labeled. 

The object hierarchy is demonstrated and it is possible to grasp the focal entity 

[78] at a glance. 

Association 

At this level, association relationships between objects are presented (see Figure 5.36). 

All relationships, whether binary, ternary or tertiary, are drawn as diamond's. One 
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Figure 5.36: Association Diagram 

to one (1:1) relationships are represented by a corner of the diamond pointing ai 

each object in the relationship. One to many (1:N) relationships are represented by 

shading the half of the diamond that points to the N object and in many to many 

(M:N) relationships both halves are shaded. 

Attribute 

Attributes for a class are labeled and links are shown (see Figure 5.37). Designers 

must define either ClassAttributes or MemberAttributes. 
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Figure 5.37: Attribute Diagram 



Atomic 

This is the lowest level of detail (see Figures 5.38-40) and is where the information Oil 

class, attribute and transaction objects is entered. Some characteristics of attributes 

cannot be specified before others, e.g., an attribute cannot have "No Overlap III 

Values" unless it is also "Multivalued". The designer can view, add and update the 

information associated with each object. Changes are immediately reflected in the 

concept map. As each object is created and accepted by the VIS, information is 

added to the object metabase for use when defining new objects. 

At the atomic level, the user interacts with a form displaying the fields in which 

values and phrases which define the object can be inserted. Every effort has been 

made to minimize the work that must be performed by the user. The user may 

choose from list-boxes (see Figure 5.40) to enter a value from the generic met.abasc 

or schema metabase. This preserves the integrity of the data entered and provides a 

more intuitive interface, e.g., point-and-shoot. 

Each task, such as class/attribute/transaction creation and editing has a suit.able 

form defined. By using forms for data entry, the user can send all the object defini

tions together. When the OK box is clicked, the user signals having finished defining 

the object; the task may be canceled by clicking on the CANCEL box. The form 

remains on the screen until the data have been completely validated. If data has 

been entered incorrectly or are inconsistent with the model, an error message box 

appears to inform the users of the problem. After clicking on the OK box to signal 

receipt of the error message, the cursor is positioned on the offending field a.nd the 

problem corrected. 
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Attribute NaMe: IHull_type 
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Full 

Full diagrams show all defined abstractions, relationships and attributes. This vie\\' 

is provided to allow a complete depiction of small designs or subparts of a large 

design. 

Pseudo-ER 

During initial testing of the system, users requested another level which displayed 

only the objects which might be present in a basic ER diagram (see Figure 5.41). 

They did not wish to see all the association relationships. Thus the only differen'ce 

between this level and the Full level is the suppression of the association relationship. 

It is possible to view the design in several ways. Designers can d1'ill dOlVn from 

the highest level of abstraction to the lowest level by merely clicking on an object. 

They can reformat the entire design to show only certain types of relationships or 

they can suppress the drawing of attributes and relationships as the size of the design 

increases. Designers can also specify the color in which classes of objects are to be 

drawn as well as the links between them. Users can zoom out far enough to see the 

entire diagram or zoom in until the window is filled with only a few objects. The 

scroll bars at the side and bottom of the window allow a user to page through the 

schema in any direction. It is hoped that these aids will assist designers in organizing 

and understanding the design. 

5.3.4 Layout Algorithm 

The layout algorithm used by GYMS is very simple. The square root of the n limber 

of class objects to be drawn is taken. This number reflects how many classes call 
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be drawn across and down the screen in a grid. This grid will display them all and 

make reasonable use of screen real-estate (see Figure 5.37). The first class object 

in the set is placed in the upper left hand corner of the World Coordinate System 

(WCS). Its attributes are clustered beneath it in a semicircle. In a larger semicircle 

the association relationships are clustered and below that, the transactions. Class 

attributes are distributed likewise above the class. The same is performed for the 

next class object in the set, shifted to the right so as to clear all the objects already 

drawn. This process continues until the above number is reached. The next class 

object is then laid out below the very first one, etc. All objects are placed in the WCS 

in this manner. Finally the viewport is set to the same coordinates as a bounding 

rectangle around the diagram. 

Since a graphical model of the conceptual map is supported, the shape of the 

diagram, the total length of connections and the number of crossings are a metric 

of graphic understandability [13]. A new layout algorithm is under implement.ation 

which should lead to more intuitive understanding of the diagram. This algorithm 

finds the most complex object and centers it in the 'VCS. Its attributes, class at.

tributes, association relationships, and transactions are clustered about it as before, 

but subclasses are clustered further below it and superclasses above it. This layout. 

algorithm is not yet complete. 

5.3.5 Reliability 

As local area networks have increased bandwidth and throughput, their reliability 

has also increased. However, there still exists potential for network crashes. When 

groups use networking software and work in parallel, m11ch work can be lost and 

time wastecl if the network goes down. Therefore, GVMS must make every effort. t.o 
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increase network reliability. 

Network reliability is m~naged in several ways: 

• Minimize network traffic and thus reduce the possibility of da.ta being lost 

through congestion. Only the data that are needed to satisfy the message 

are passed to the session layer. For example, the data required to create 01' 

edit a class object are much fewer than for an attribute (see Table 5.7). The 

message header is constant and allows the receiving node to determine the t.ype 

of message and how to parse it. This reduces traffic significantly. 

• Require workstation to acknowledge every packet (re-transmit if not received). 

The token ring protocol and PLEXNET ensures correct reception of the mes

sage by acknowledging receipt of the messa.ge and requiring re-transmission if 

incorrect. The session layer closes the connection with that node alld notifies 

the user if re-transmission is unsuccessful within a timeout period (assumes 

station has gone down). Experience has shown that re-transmissions are rare 

and only one workstation out of 24 hung during the experimental testing of the 

system. 

• Request periodic schema refreshes from the primary copy (presumed cUlTent). 

It is impossible to ensure that all nodes will be current at all times. There 

will always be a possibility that data have been lost. Therefore, a USCI' can 

request a schema refresh from the primary node if he or she believes that 

currency somehow has been lost. Network traffic is temporarily halted and 

the entire schema is sent to the requesting node. Experience has shown that. 

this is a disruption of less than 30 seconds for medium to large schemas and is 

accepta.ble to most users. 
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I Struct Name Field Name Data Type Byte Size I 
surrogateKey jnt 2 
sysrnesg type int 2 
header key surrogateKey 2 

name char 50 
text char 150 
owner surrogateKey 2 

class type jnt 2 
send header 204 
connection surrogateKey 2 
constraint char 100 
duplicates jnt 2 

attribute type int 2 
send header 204 
valueClass surrogateKey 2 
ol'lgm char 100 
identifier int 2 
may NotBeN ull int 2 
exhausts jnt 2 
multivalued int 2 
notCha.ngable jnt 2 
noOverlap int 2 
IMDType int 2 
filler cha.r S 
IMDConstraint char 100 

transaction type int 2 
send header 204 
OrIgm char 100 
objects array of int 20 
frequency int 2 

Table 5.7: Data Messages Structures 



• Log all network traffic to disk and periodic saves at the primary workstation. 

As previously mentioned, the first two nodes to attach to the network are assigned 

the additional duty of logging messages and the schema to disk. All network messages 

containing schema data, e.g., creating editing and deleting, are logged incrementally 

to permanent storage. As well, every 60 seconds, the schema is saved in SDM format 

on disk. In the event of a catastrophic failure, either of the log files can be read for 

near total recovery of work up to the crash point. Because log files do become very 

large, at the end of a session, the log file is purged. 

5.3.6 Summary 

The final output of the GVMS is a file of SDM text including the extensions for 

transactions and distribution information. This file can be browsed graphically. The 

output from GYMS is also input to a database that provides a mechanism for st.oring 

the group views. The database acts as an "organizational memory" when groups 

return for additional sessions and new m~mbers or groups seek to build upon the 

output from previous sessions. It is believed that the sharing of conceptual objects 

will lead to detection and resolution of conflicts. Additionally, the synergy of the 

group process might lead to a more complete specification of the design. A prototype 

of this system has been constructed and has been tested with real groups as described 

in Chapter 6. 
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5.4 View Integration System 

The View Integration System (VIS) takes as input SDM objects that are created 

either in real-time by the GVMS or off-line from files. The VIS is implemented on 

the same platform as the GVMS with the same communications interface, windowing 

interface and the same development language. The difference is that the VIS has 

the rules for determining object equivalence and the methods for integrating objects 

into a GCS that were outlined in Chapter 4. The output from VIS preserves the 

mapping between each database view and the GCS and could be loaded into the 

fragmentation tables of a Distributed DBMS. 

There are two desirable qualities to be achieved during view integration: 

1. Completeness and Correctness: The integrated schema must contaill all 

concepts present in any component schema. This is a difficult task and t.herc 

are as yet no proofs that any transformations done on component schemas 

produce a complete integrated schema. 

However, Wagner argues that if no information, e:g., objects, are lost during 

integration, then the global schema is complete. It is possible that the objects 

ma.y be misrepresented. This can only happen if objects are added arbitrarily 

or objects are altered to no longer reflect the original. If the system only 

makes changes to objects based on direction of the designer (and the designer 

is consistent) then objects will not be misrepresented. 

Yet, it is possible that the order of object integration could change an object 

representation in the global view. However, for each object in a view, at most, 

one object with identical mE:aning can exist in the global schema. Therefore, the 

object comparison process will yield the same result independent of sequence. 
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2. Minimality: The intent is to discover and eliminate redundancies. To do so, 

transitive rules examine relationships and discard derivable relationships. 

5.4.1 VIS Operation 

A single database expert designer is seated at a workstation where the VIS is running 

and is invoked from the DOS command line by entering: 

win actor.exe vis.ima /name="UserName" 

The startup procedure is exactly the same as for GVMS, if VIS is to be used in 

a group session. When the VIS is used in conjunction with the GVMS, all object. 
I 

creations and updates are first sent to the VIS. The incoming object is compared 

against all the existing objects in the GCS and the database expert designer is asked 

to confirm the system's recommendations. The object is then integrated into the 

GCS using the algorithm suitable for the type of object and the type of equivalence 

that it has with another object. While the object is being integrated, any objects 

which are altered are flagged. These flagged objects are then broadcast out to the 

user's workstations for inclusion in the design. All nodes can therefore maintain 

the same GCS. The VIS workstation becomes the PRIMARY node for the group. 

All requests for new schema or refreshes are handled by the VIS. The fact that the 

VIS operates as a. filter for the design session implies tha.t a locking model must be 

incorporated. GVMS nodes must request a lock from the VIS on the object they 

wish to edit. The VIS must become a centralized lock server. 

Further, the design session is limited by the speed of the database expert de

signer in making decisions about object equivalence and by the speed of the expert's 

workstation. Currently it is imperative that the database expert designer have a 
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computer at least as powerful as a 16MHz 80386 in order for response time to be 

reasonable. 

If view modeling is decoupled from view integration, the VIS interrogates the 

database expert designer for the filenames of the initial view and a view to be in

tegrated. The initial view is assumed to be correct, complete and non-redundant. 

Then, the second file is read, one object at a time. Each object is integrated into , 
the initial view. This process continues until all objects have been integrated. The 

database expert designer is then prompted for the filename of the next view, etc. 

Since no information is lost during the integration process, the final view should be 

complete. 

At any point the expert can terminate the integration process and save the in

tegrated view. This GCS is stored in the form of the SDM. It can be read by the 

GVMS for displaying back to users in order to get feedback on the correctness of the 

diagram. 

A prototype of this system has been constructed, however, no attempts at vali

dating the rules with real designers have been made. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SYSTEM VALIDATION METHODOLOGY 

As the final step in the system development research methodology, the system must 

be validated either through simulation, lab experiments or field studies. Since MU

VIS is an exploratory research prototype and the problem has no quantitatively 

optimal solution, field experiments and simulation are inappropriate. A controlled 

laboratory study has been chosen to examine the effects that the system has on 

database design when used by novice users. The laboratory setting has particular 

strengths. The effects of independent variables can be precisely measured, presumed 

causes can be manipulated and controlled, and strong inferences can be dra.wn about 

cause and effect relationships. It is recognized that laboratory experiments do possess 

a number of limitations, e.g., artificial environment, questionable external validity. 

These limitations will be addressed in turn. This method of validation is doubly ap

propriate due to the early state of knowledge about groups using graphical electronic 

meeting systems. 

6.1 Experimental Design 

As previously mentioned, the database design process often involves individual lIsers 

creating their conceptual models, either manually or using some modeling tool, and 

then interacting with a database design expert to integrate all the different views. 
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When attempting to evaluate a system that facilitates the real-time sharing of con

ceptual models and attempts to integrate them, it is lmperative that the two pro

cesses of modeling and integration be separated to avoid confounding the results. The 

first step in the validation process, then, is to decouple the view modeling system 

from the view integration system. These experiments will therefore only address the 

validation of the Group View Modeling System. A later section on future research 

will outline a study for validation of the View Integration System. 

When studying how groups and individuals perform conceptual modeling, there 

are several questions that. might be of interest (ceteras paribus): 

• Do groups of designers using manual means outperform individual designers 
using manual means? 

• Do individual designers, given computer support, outperform individual de
signers using manual means? 

• Do groups of designers, given networked computer support, outperform indi
vidual designers given the same support (non-networked)? 

The design needed to test these questions is a 2x2 fully randomized design (see 

Figure 6.42). Since a primary question of interest is the validation of the Group View 

Modeling System, GVMS supported groups could be compared to manual groups 

or GVMS (non-networked) supported individuals. But, since another focus of this 

validation is to gather both formal data (empirical) and informal data. (feedback) 

on the use of GYMS, this research will examine computer supported groups and 

individuals. By confining the study to examining the use of the system in both group 

and individual modes, more control can be exercised; the modeling langua.ge can be 

standardized, the presentation format of the model can be standardized, syntactically 

incorrect schemas can be avoided and process data can be easily collected. It can be 

determined how designers actually go about constructing a conceptual design a.nd 
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what functions they use most often in a system. The cells of interest, then, are A 

and B. 

6.2 Hypotheses 

The aforementioned literature on textual electronic meeting systems has suggested 

that computer supported groups outperformed individuals because of reductions in 

process losses. The following hypotheses follow the belief that this result will apply 

to groups interacting in a graphical environment as well. 

Hypothesis 1 Groups allowed to share conceptual design objects using GVA18 while 

attached to the network will be more efficient than individuals using G VMS while not 

attached to the network. 
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It is felt that the parallelism which the group system supports will reduce the 

total time spent by each group on the design. Each group member will take less 

time than individuals and each group member will do less work than the individuals 

working alone. 

Hypothesis 2 Groups allowed to share conceptual design objects using G VA18 will 

produce a higher quality database design than individuals using GVA/S. 

Since groups may bring more information about the design to the session than an 

individual, the resultant design should be more complete. Collectively, groups may 

understand the design better than individuals and thus produce a more aCCUl'atc 

schema. 

6.3 Concepts and Measures 

Efficiency The efficiency with which an individual or a group of designers create 

their schemas while using the system is captured through the following two meaSUl'es: 

• Time: In order to measure the performance of groups vs. individuals, the time 
to completion of the design was captured. The difference in the two population 
means were measured. If subjects in one treatment could complete the task 
faster than those in the other, there should be a significant difference in means . 

• Work: As the schema is entered and perused, users must make menu choices 
and mouse movements. The number and type of actions were logged. This can 
give a measure of the amount of work that each user performed. As well, it can 
give a measure of the activity over time, as all actions were time stamped. \\'ork 
is an aggregate of object creation, object editing and diagram management. 
operations. 

Design Quality As this experiment is deeply concerned with group performance, 

the finished designs output by both groups and individuals were rated (blind) by 
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two independent experts for quality as measured by comparison with a solution for 

the case (completeness). Completeness is defined as the number of objects from the 

output design that are present in the solution. The rating scheme was as follows: 

30 pts for correct class 
20 pts for correct subclass or grouping relationship 
10 pts for correct attribute 
20 pts for correct value class relationship 
10 pts for correct inverse or match 
10 pts for correct identifier 
2 pts for other constructs for attributes in the SDH 

6.4 Subject Population and Task 

Twenty-two volunteer graduate students in M.I.S. were taken from a graduate database 

management course. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the two cells; they 

were asked to sign up for a time slot and did not know which treatment would oc

cur. Subjects were familiar with the EERM and the SDM, as both were parts of 

the required curriculum of the course. Both treatments required subjects to build a 

conceptual model based on a complex case. The Quality Imports case involved the 

modeling of 31 classes, 83 attributes, 16 binary relationships, 2 ternary relationships, 

19 generalizations, and 1 grouping (see Appendix C) [76]. All the students had pre

viously been required to manually model the case for a class grade. The identical 

case was given to all subjects. 

Individuals modeled the case using GYMS, but with the network capability dis

abled, whereas groups used GYMS with the network capability enabled. The func

tionality of the system used in both treatments differed only by the ability to share 

conceptual objects. Subjects were allowed to use any notes they wished and to take 

as much time as they needed (two hours were allotted - no one used more than one 

and a half hours). Both individuals and groups were allowed to decide when they 
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thought they were finished. Subjects were debriefed after the design session. Su b

jects were given an extra 20 points towards their course grade for participation (this 

represented 5% of their grade). 

6.5 Group Size 

As outlined in Chapter 2, much research has involved the use of groups ranging 

from size 3 to size 18. As the task used in this study was a very concrete one and 

the study exploratory, group sizes of 3 and 4 were chosen. At this size, it wa.s felt 

that the group had the optimum ability to communicate using the verbal channel 

if they desired and they could work together without getting in each other's way. 

Since this was not a boundary study, it was important to give the concept as much 

chance for success as possible. If an effect was observable under favora.ble conditions, 

then making a similar comparison for boundary cases (pathological cases) could be 

explored. If no effect was to be observed even under optimal conditions, then the 

concept of having groups model conceptual database designs should be re-examined 

before proceeding further. 

6.6 Procedure 

The experiments were conducted in the Arizona Management Room, a facility COIl

sisting of 24 PC's arranged in two tiers facing a center console (see Figure 2.15). 

Upon entering the room, subjects received an explanation of the task tha.t they 

were about to perform. They were given instructions in how to use the PC and the 

mouse. When all subjects indicated they were confident they understood the task 

and the hardware, they were walked through an example using the system while 
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Measure Individuals 
1 2 3 4 Average (J' 

Time (min) 90 83 82 80 83.75 3.76 
Work 982 741 612 418 778 153.3 
Completeness - 1 980 842 754 488 766 179.3 
Completeness - 2 580 500 430 250 440 121.8 

Groups 
1 2 3 4 Average (J' 

Time (min) 60 66 58 45 57.25 7.66 
Work 775 1325 1646 1274 1255 311.6 
Complete - 1 834 1622 1784 1704 1486 380.7 
Complete - 2 582 910 913 990 801 155.3 

Table 6.8: Data Measure Results 

gathered around a demonstration workstation. The example involved crea.ting a.nd 

editing classes, attributes and transactions as well as explaining diagram leveling a.nd 

zoommg. 

After this demonstration, subjects moved to their assigned workstations and pro

ceeded to model the case. Subjects in both treatments were encouraged to ask 

questions of the facilitator if they were unfamiliar with the operation of the system. 

Questions relating to conceptual modeling were not answered. However, in both 

treatments, subjects were allowed to ask each other for guidance. 

6.7 Results 

The formal results based on the measures outlined previously will be discussed and 

the data analysis presented. As well, informal observations and feedback from the 

debriefing is given. 
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Figure 6.43: Time to Finish Database Design 

Time to Completion Individuals took between 80-90 minutes to complete their 

designs, whereas groups took between 45-66 minutes to finish (see Table 6.8 and 

Figure 6.43). All groups finished before the first individual. It was observed that 

two groups started to discuss whether they were done at the 31- and 35-minute 

marks. These two groups went on to peruse the diagram, checking for accuracy. It 

is not known if individuals behaved similarly. 

Work Performed Individuals appeared to do more work than most group mem

bers (see Figure 6.44). Group members tended to perform about the same level 

within their groups for editing and creating objects, except for a. group member in 
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each of Group Two and Group Three (see Figure 6.45). These particular group 

members created many attributes, but did not also create many entities. Perhaps 

while they were busy defining attributes, another group member was defini.ng more 

classes. This would suggest that group users shared the work load among themselves, 

thereby taking advantage of the parallelism the system fostered. 

Schema Completeness Two independent experts graded the designs. Three out. 

of the top four designs were done by groups; the top three were quite a bit betier 

than the fourth and fifth (see Figure 6.46). The second expert's ranking wa.s very 

close to that of the first, merely switching the top two groups and a couple of the 

middle groups. 

The maximum score for the solution was 4584. The percentage of schema match

ing with the solution was quite low. This could be an indication that most. users 

either didn't understand the task, or didn't understand the modeling language. It is 

also possible that they did not feel motivated to perform highly. 

6.7.1 Observations 

While the subjects were performing the task, the experimenter monitored their ac

tions. For both groups and individuals the usage patterns appeared to be: 

1. enter a class definition; 

2. define the attributes for the above class; 

3. repeat 1 and 2 until all classes and attributes are defined; 

4. define the relationships between classes; 

5. browse the schema looking for missing or redundant objects; 

6. stop when satisfied with the schema. 
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Most users tended to define a class object, define the attributes for that class and 

iterate on that cycle. This is supported by the times tamped actions of users (see 

Table 6.9 for a typical user profile). A class is defined, followed by several attributes, 

another class and several more attributes, etc. Towards the end of the session, 

users would start to edit previously defined objects. One individual user and one 

group were observed defining all the classes first and then adding all the attributes. 

However, it cannot be determined from the session log whether the other groups and 

individuals defined a class and then the attributes for that particular class. No users 

asked if they could define the attributes first and then the classes. As well, users 

were observed building the generalization hierarchy by defining high level classes, 

their attributes and then the subclasses to classes already defined. Unfortunately, 

this cannot be verified by the session log, as the needed information was not capt.Ul'ed. 

The observations are representative of the top-down approach to database design and 

it appears that for these subjects with this task, a system which supported top-down 

design was appropriate. 

All groups devised ways of splitting the task among themselves through eit.her 

the appearance of a leader who assigned classes to define, or the self declaration 

of individual intentions. Not once was a complaint voiced that one member of the 

group had changed the definition of an object beyond the intended definition of 

another. This appears to demonstrate that for these small groups, a fine grained 

locking scheme is unnecessary. 

6.7.2 Feedback 

Much information was gathered during the debriefing sessions after the experiment; 

data relating to system performance, advantages, limitations, and suggestions fo), 
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Time Create Edit 
(min) Class Attribute Object 

1 1 1 
2 
3 
4 1 
5 1 
6 1 
7 1 1 
8 
9 1 

10 1 
11 
12 
13 1 
14 
15 1 1 
16 1 
17 
18 
19 1 
20 1 
21 
22 1 1 
23 2 
24 2 
25 1 
26 
27 1 
28 1 
29 1 
30 1 
31 1 
32 1 
33 1 
34 2 
35 4 
36 2 
37 1 
38 2 
39 1 1 

Table 6.9: Typical Group Member Session Profile 
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improvement were noted. Discussion of this feedback that is common to both indi

viduals and groups follows. 

Initially, users expected the system to deduce associative relationships through 

some sort of inferencing process. When they realized that they had to explicitly 

represent relationships through either the match or inve1'se constructs, users sa.id 

they would prefer not to "see" the underlying model (SDM) in this fashion. They 

would rather choose to create an association relationship from a menu and merely 

fill in the blanks, as for other objects. 

All users expressed some confusion over the standard classes. Not only did they 

not realize that they could create their own "primitive" classes to supplement the ex

isting ones, but they wanted the ability to suppress viewing a set of cla.sses (including 

the standard set). Even with the zoom functionality, users felt tha.t the screen got 

too cluttered with symbols representing objects which they didn't feel were critica.l 

to modeling the case. The ability to suppress, at user control, a subset of the objects 

would be useful. 

There were unanimous complaints about the rate of screen refresh when text 

labels were being dra.wn. MS-Windows is a virtual memory window/a.pplication 

manager which swaps in certain resources on request. Fonts for drawing la.bels on 

objects are not kept in memory, but paged in from disk. This slows the system down 

to the speed of the hard disk. If more memory can be put on each local machine, 

MS-\Vindows could afford to store more resources in RAM and thus this problem 

should disappear. 

To further address the screen refresh problem, users suggested that the en tire 

screen not be updated when only a small portion of the diagram had been changed. 

This requires a smaller granularity of object alteration checking since the layout 
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algorithm is currently run anytime the user clicks the OK box. If after editing an 

object the specification has not been changed enough to alter the diagram's layout, 

the screen updates should be suppressed. It is estimated, based on usage data, that 

this would reduce screen refresh by approximately 80%. 

Along similar lines, users complained that the labels disappeared too quickly 

from the diagram when it became a certain size. The layout algorithm used makes 

a decision based on a heuristic as to whether the text labels would be readable wit.h 

the currently available font size, screen resolution and symbol size. Users felt that 

the decision not to draw text labels could be made at a smaller symbol size, thereby 

preserving labels for as long as possible. Further, when la.bels finally must disappear 

(as most users did agree they must), it was suggested that two mechanisms be put 

in place: 

1. Provide a. menu selection to allow users to scroll through the names of all the 

objects currently defined in the system. It was felt, particularly by the group 

users, that the ability to quickly determine if an object already existed would 

be greatly beneficial. As well, if one could select the name from a Hstbox and 

have the corresponding symbol on the screen be selected, it would facilitate 

diagram navigation. 

2. If the user clicked on an object, the object's label would become visible. Again, 

this would allow users to quickly determine the location of a particula.r object 

in a large diagram. Users also requested the ability to toggle whether or not 

labels would appear on the diagram at all; some felt content merely browsing 

the graphical schema without any text labels. 

Users appeared to have no trouble with the diagram leveling functions of zooming 
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and levels of abstraction. Indeed, most users commented on how intuitive and useful 

the functions were. Users seemed to find the colors and shapes of the objects pleasing. 

At present all attributes are drawn from left to right in the chronological order in 

which they were created. It was suggested that identifier attributes be percolated to 

the left to more easily represent the candidate keys into the object. 

Users also requested more editing capabilities in that occasionally a class attribute 

was defined as a member attribute (or vice versa), and they wished for an easy way 

to convert between the two. Currently, the incorrect one must be deleted and entered 

correctly. This rarely occurred. 

All users remarked that the constraint text that was entered for match, inve7'se, 

etc. was not sufficiently analyzed for errors. This was not done due to the complexity 

of writing a. syntax checker for the SDM. With novice users, though, it may be a 

necessity. 

The networked groups had feedback more specific to the network. All groups felt 

that contention for objects was not an issue. As has been mentioned, groups tended 

to use the verbal channel for allocating object definition tasks, and as they shifted 

to browsing mode they relied on voice locking. The current system would appear to 

be adequate for groups up to size four that are in close proximity. However, it is 

recognized that as group size increases, or as group members are physically dispersed, 

contention could become more of a problem. 

All groups felt that they were working at a tremendous rate. New objects would 

appear at their workstation every minute (quote): 

We '7'e working at breakneck speed. A couple of m07'C minutes and we '/I 

be out of here. 
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Groups did feel that the rate at which new objects were added to the diagram 

should be controlled slightly. Currently, when a new object is received from the 

network, it is added to the schema definition, the layout algorithm invoked, and the 

screen refreshed. If the user is in the middle of editing another object, he 01' she is 

forced to wait for 5-8 seconds while this process takes place. It was suggested that. 

the incoming object be added to the schema definition, but that other processing be 

suspended until the user was finished editing his/her object. 

One user suggested that the front screen projection system be used for displaying 

the current design during the session. This screen would remain in pseudo-ER mode 

so that the users could zoom in for perusing details, yet be able to see the entil'e 

design at a glance. 

Finally, some users had difficulties with generalization definitions. They suggested 

that all superclass definitions be indicated in the subclass as well, e.g., attributes 

defined at the superclass should also appear in the attribute listbox for the subclass. 

This request only applied to the editing forms, not t.o the graphical diagram. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONTRIBUTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

This research has demonstrated that graphical CSCW applications are feasible for 

PC-LAN platforms. Personal computers currently have enough processing power to 

handle complex applications and local network technology has recently provided the 

throughput necessary for collaborative systems. 

Database design is a complex process. Designing the "community view" of a 

single database that reflects the needs of the entire user population is recognized as 

a formidable problem. Since it has already been shown that graphics ca.n simplify 

the process, giving designers computer support for graphical modeling might simplify 

the process. Further, if designers are given collaborative computer support for the 

graphical modeling, the process might be made more efficient. The system designed 

and implemented for this research provides the computer support. The small study 

used to evaluate the system gives credence to the potential for group database design, 

since most groups outperformed individuals. Groups took less time, created a higher 

quality design and each group member did less work than a stand-alone individual. 

Groups bring more to the design process than just one person. It is aclmowledgecl 

that the study's sample was small; more groups need to be studied before confidence 

in the superior performance of the group design process can be established. 

More importantly, the common schema that a group produces does not need to 

go through an integration step. \Vhile group members are modeling their view, they 
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are also integrating it and resolving any conflicts that might arise. Since integration 

of user views is a stumbling block in creating a Global Conceptua1 Schema, the 

possibility that the integration phase might be eliminated or its role reduced is a 

significant contribution. 

Another contribution of this research is the development of a set of rules and 

heuristics for comparing objects in the SDM. These rules and heuristics have been 

embedded into a system that works alongside the group, identifying potential objects 

that might be redundant or conflicting. The system integrates these objects into the 

schema, thereby assisting the group in producing a coherent design; it is a tireless 

monitor. 

The two pronged approach taken, that of assisting database designers in modeling 

a global schema and of identifying areas of potential conflict, should lead to a more 

efficient and accurate database design process. Finally, because the entire process 

and schema are captured on the computer, new groups can build incrementally on 

the work of previous designers. This provides a design "memory" and documentation 

that has previously been difficult to trap. 

7.1 Future Research 

The Group View Modeling System must be extended to incorporate the feedback 

given in Chapter 6, including addressing the slowness of screen refresh, drawing and 

labeling objects, and delayed updating from network receives. Once this is done, 

computerized groups should be compared with manual groups of the same size. This 

would allow determination of how computer support influences database design by 

groups. It is possible that smaller groups do not need computer support in order 
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to function effect,ively. Even if small computer supported groups do not outperform 

small manual groups, it would be informative to study database design by a larger 

computer supported group. As in electronic meeting systems, it may be that, as 

group size increases (to some maximum), performance also increases. In order to 

properly support larger groups, it will be necessary to incorporate a centralized lock 

server as outlined in Chapter 5. 

Once the lock server has been implemented, different update rules can be ex

plored, e.g., having groups vote on the update (unanimity or majority). As well, 

as the group size increases, users will be forced to use only the electronic channel. 

This implies that the electronic channel may need to be enriched by incorporating a 

window for electronic discussion. This window would serve two functions. The first 

function would be to allow users to discuss whatever they felt was appropriate to 

the design session. The second function would be to resolve update conflicts. Users 

would use the window to determine the differences between two objects that may be 

in conflict. 

For example, when an object is altered, a dialog is carried out with all nodes 

to see if the proposed changes are acceptable (see Figure 7.48). This dialog inter

rupts the designer with a window displaying the changed object. The designer must 

vote on the change before proceeding. A heuristic to consult only those designers 

who might be interested in the change could be incorporated, e.g., those designers 

who have examined the object in question. If a majority of the nodes accepted the 

changed object would be broadcast and the object bases updated. If the proposed 

changes were not acceptable, an electronic discussion between the designers would 

be initiated to discuss the proposed changes. The leader would monitor this discus

sion and suggest that a vote be taken when the issues were revealed. If conflicts 
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still could not be resolved, the leader would intervene and lead a verbal discussion 

involving the entire group. The leader could interact with the GVMS and force 

the acceptance/rejection of objects, e.g., if the GCS needed changing after a verbal 

discussion, the leader could directly alter it. Or, the system could be altered to 

force a unanimous acceptance when changing objects in order to accommodate any 

particular user's view. A similar process could be followed when deleting objects, 

although the permanent copy of the object would only be flagged as deleted in order 

to preserve the design history. Two new communication primitives would need to be 

added to the system: 

• request Vote: affected designers could be asked to vote on proposed changes to 

the GCS. Voting would be anonymous . 

• 1'esolveConflict: if the vote were not unanimous, an electronic discussion system 

would be invoked among affected designers. 

GVMS could track object ownership in order to impose different update and 

deletion rules, e.g., only the owner could aHow changes or deletions. This owner

ship information would prove useful when mapping views of the final GCS to the 

individual users. 

Another a.rea tha.t should be explored is that of asking the Group View Modeling 

System for specification of software. Since the system is based on the SDM, an 

object-oriented model, GVMS would be extremely appropriate for object-oriented 

design of software systems. The group could model 1) the class hierarchy needed to 

build a proposed system, 2) the attributes that each of the classes needed and 3) the 

processing functions to be performed. Extensions to GVMS may be needed to allow 

a richer set of modeling constructs for software specifications. 
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The difficult step is that of going from requirements definition to analysis and de

sign. It involves moving from an extremely rich modeling language (naturallangua.ge) 

to a restricted modeling language. The MS-WINDOWS platform may be perfect for 

making this transition, since it supports multi-tasking and graphic/textual a.ppli

cations. It is possible to imagine a design session where two logical groups exist -

users and systems analysts. Two windows would be available, one for discussing the 

requirements in natural language, the other for modeling the system in a gra.phica.l, 

restricted model. Users would primarily use the discussion window while monitoring 

the graphical window. Systems analysts would monitor the discussion window a.nd 

build the model. This would occur in real-time and allow feedback to take pla.ce. 
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APPENDIX B 

SYNTAX OF THE SDM 

The following list is given to clarify and define some of the items and terms used in 

this appendix. 

1. The left side of a production is separated from the right by a "~". 

2. The first level of indentation in the syntax description is used to help separa.te 

the left and right sides of a productionj all other indentation is in the SDM 

data defini tion language. 

3. Syntactic categories are capitalized while all literals are in lower case. 

4. means optional. 

5. [] means one of the enclosed choices must appearj choices are separated by a 

"j" (when used with ,'" one of the choices may optionally appear). 

6. <> means one or more of the enclosed can appear, separated by spaces with 

optional commas and an optional "and" at the end. 

7. «» means one or more of the enclosed can appear, vertica.lly appended. 

8. ** encloses a "meta"-description of a syntactic category (to informally expla.in 

it ). 



SCHEMA <-
«CLASS» 

CLASS <--
<CLASS_NAME> 

{description: CLASS_DESCRIPTION} 
{BASE_CLASS_FEATURES:INTERCLASS_CONNECTION]} 
{MEMBER_ATTRIBUTES} 
{CLASS_ATTRIBUTBS} 

CLASS_NAME <--
*string of capitals possibly including special characters* 

CLASS_DESCRIPTION <--
*string* 

BASE_CLASS_FEATURES <--
{[duplicates allowed:duplicates not allowed]} 
{«IDENTIFIERS»} 

IDENTIFIERS <--
[ATTRIBUTE_NAME:ATTRIBUTE_NAME + IDENTIFIERS] 

MEMBER_ATTRIBUTES <--
member attributes: 

«MEMBER_ATTRIBUTE» 

CLASS_ATTRIBUTES <--
class attributes: 

«CLASS_ATTRIBUTE» 

INTERCLASS CONNECTION <-
[SUBCLASS:GROUPING_CLASS] 

SUBCLASS (--
subclass of CLASS_NAME where SUBCLASS_PREDICATE 

GROUPING <--
[grouping of CLASS_NAME on common value of <ATTRIBUTE_NAME> 
{groups defined as classes are (CLASS_NAME>}; 

grouping of CLASS_NAME consisting of classes <CLASS_NAME>; 
grouping of CLASS_NAME as specified] 

SUBCLASS_PREDICATE (-
[ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE: 
specified; 
is in CLASS_NAME and is in CLASS_NAME; 
is not in CLASS_NAME: 
is in CLASS_NAME or is in CLASS_NAME; 
is a value of ATTRIBUTE_NAME of CLASS_NAME; 
format is FORMAT] 

ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE <--
[SIMPLE_PREDICATE: (ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE 
not ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE; 
ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE and ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE; 
ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE or ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE] 

SIMPLE_PREDICATE (--
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[MAPPING SCALAR_COMPARATOR[CONSTANT:MAPPING]: 
MAPPING SET_COMPARATOR[CONSTANT:CLASS_NAME:MAPPING]] 

MAPPING <--
[ATTRIBUTE_NAME:MAPPING.ATTRIBUTE_NAME] 

SCALAR_COMPARATOR <--
[equal_comparator:>:>=:<:<=] 

EQUAL COMPARATOR <-
[- :=J 

SET_COMPARATOR <--
[is {properly} contained in: {properly} contains] 

CONSTANT <--
*a string or number constant* 

FORMAT <--
*a name class definition pattern* 

MEMBER_ATTRIBUTE <--
<ATTRIBUTE_NAME> 
{ATTRIBUTE_DESCRIPTION} 
value class:CLASS_NAME 
{inverse:ATTRIBUTE_NAME} 
{[match:ATTRIBUTE_NAME of CLASS_NAME on ATTRIBUTE_NAME}i 
derivation:MEMBER_ATTRIBUTE_DERIVATION]} 
{single valued:multivalued {with size between CONSTANT and CONSTANT}} 
{may not be null} 
{not changeable} 
{exhausts value class} 
{no overlap in values} 

CLASS ATTRIBUTE <--
<ATTRIBUTE_NAME> 
{ATTRIBUTE_DESCRIPTION} 
value class:CLASS_NAME 
derivation:CLASS_ATTRIBUTE_DERIVATION]} 
{single valuedimultivalued {with size between CONSTANT 

and CONSTANT}} 
{may not be null} 
{not changeable} 

ATTRIBUTE_NAME <--
*string of lower case letters beginning with a capital 

and possibly including special characters* 

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION <-
"*string*" 

MEMBER_ATTRIBUTE_DERIVATION <-
[INTERATTRIBUTE_DERIVATION; 
MEMBER-SPECIFIC_DERIVATION] 

CLASS_ATTRIBUTE_DERIVATION <-
[INTERATRIBUTE_DERIVATIONi 
CLASS-SPECIFIC_DERIVATION] 

INTERATTRIBUTE_DERIVATION <--
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[same as HAPPING; 
subvalue of HAPPING 
where [is in CLASS_NAHE;ATTRIBUTE_PREDICATE]; 

where [is in HAPPING and is in HAPPING; 
is in HAPPING or is in HAPPING; 

is in HAPPING and is not in MAPPING]; = HAPPING_EXPRESSION; 
Unaximum;minimum;average;sumJof HAPPING; 
number of (unique) members in HAPPING] 

HEHBER-SPECIFIC_DERIVATION <--
[order by [increasing;decreasing] <HAPPING> 
{within <HAPPING>}; 
if in CLASS_NAHE; 
[up to CONSTANT; all] levels of values of ATTRIBUTE_NAME; 
contents] 

CLASS_SPECIFIC_DERIVATION (--
[number of {unique} members in this class; 
[maximum;minimum;average;sum] of ATTRIBUTE_NAME over 
members of this class] 

HAPPING EXPRESSION <--
[HAPPING;(HAPPING);HAPPING NUMBER_OPERATOR HAPPING] 

NUMBER OPERATOR <--
[+;-;*;/; !J 
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APPENDIX C 

SDM SOLUTION FOR THE CASE 

VEHICLES 
description: A generic class for all vehicles in the 

dealership. 
member attributes: 

Make 
de~c~iption: The make of the vehicle. 
orlgln: 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 

Model 
description: The model of vehicle 
origin: 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 

Color 
description: 
origin: 
value class: STRINGS 

Engine_Size 
ae~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: REALS 
may not be null 

Year 
description: 
origin: 
value class: INTEGERS 
may not be null 

VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 
description: All vehicles that have passed through 

the dealership at some point. 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES where 

has passed through our 
dealership. 

member attributes: 
Serial_Number 

description: The serial 
origin: 
value class: STRINGS 
not changeable 
may not De null 

Trim 
description: 
origin: 

number of a vehicle 
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value class: STRINGS 
Options 

description: 
origin: 
value class: OPTIONS 
multivalued 
no overlap in values 

Owner 
description: 
origin: 
value class: OWNERS 
match: Vehicle of OWNERS on Serial_Number 

identifiers: 
Serial_Number 
Owner 

OPTIONS 
description: All of the possible options for a car. 
member attributes: 

Description 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: STRINGS 

Price 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: REALS 

Code 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: STRINGS 
not changeable 
may not De null 

identifiers: 
Code 

REALS 
description: The set of real numbers. 

PREFERENCES 
description: The preferences that potential buyers 

of vehicles might have. 
member attributes: 

Highest_Price 
ae~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: REALS 

Potential_Buyer 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: POTENTIAL_BUYERS 
inverse: Preferences of POTENTIAL_BUYERS 
multivalued 
may not be null 

Vehicle 
description: 
origin: 
value class: VEHICLES 
multivalued 
no overlap in values 
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Options 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: OPTIONS 
multivalued 
no overlap in values 

Salesperson 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: SALESPERSONS 
match: POTENTIAL_BUYERS of SALESPERSONS on Vehicle 

identifiers: 
Potential_Buyer 
Vehicle 

PEOPLE 
description: A generic class of people. 
member attributes: 

Name_Address 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: NAME_ADDRESS 
may not be null 

SSN 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: REALS 

Date 
de~c~iption: the date we last saw them. 
orlgln: 
value class: DATES 

identifiers: 
Name_Address 
SSN 

NAME_ADDRESS 
description: All of the name and address information. 
member attributes: 

Name 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 

Street 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: STRINGS 

City 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: STRINGS 

State 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: STRINGS 

Work_Phone 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: INTEGERS 

Horne_Phone 
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description: 
origin: 
value class: INTEGERS 

identifiers: 
Name 

SERVICE 
description: All service done in the service bay. 
member attributes: 

Invoice_Number 
description: 
origin: 
value class: INTEGERS 
may not be null 

Date 
description: 
origin: 
value class: DATES 

Labor 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

Parts 
description: 
origin: 
value class: PARTS 
multivalued 

Tax 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: REALS 
derivation: (price of parts + labor) * 0.07 = tax. 

Total 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 
derivation: Price(PARTS) + Labor + Tax = Total 

Customer 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: CUSTOMERS 
match: Owner of VEHICLES_SERVICED on Serial_Number 
may not be null 

Vehicle 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: VEHICLES_SERVICED 
match: Serial_Number of VEHICLES_SERVICED on Owner 
may not be null 

identifiers: 
Invoice_Number 
Customer 
Vehicle 

PARTS 
description: All parts in inventory. 
member attributes: 

Code 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
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value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 

Name 
de~c:r;iption: 
or1g1n: 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 

Description 
description: 
origin: 
value class: STRINGS 

Price 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

Manufacturer 
de~c:r;iption: 
or1g1n: 
value class: PARTS_VENDORS 
inverse: Name_Address of PARTS_VENDORS 

identifiers: 
Code 
Name 

INSURANCE 
description: The class of insurance information. 
member attributes: 

Policy_Number 
de~c:r;iption: 
or1g1n: 
value class: INTEGERS 
may not be null 

Company 
description: 
origin: 
value class: STRINGS 

Collision 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

Liability 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

Fire_Theft 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

identifiers: 
Policy_Number 

TICKLER_MAILINGS 
description: Who has mailed what, when and to whom. 
member attributes: 

Date 
description: 
origin: 
value class: DATES 
may not be null 

Customers_Mailed_To 
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description: 
origin: 
value class: CUSTOMERS 
inverse: Name_Address of CUSTOMER on Salesperson 

Salesperson_Who_Did_Mailing 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: SALESPERSONS 
inverse: Salesperson of SALESPERSONS 

identifiers: 
Date 

VENDORS 
description: The generic class of all vendors 
member attributes: 

Identification_Number 
de~c;-iption: 
orlg1n: 
value class: STRINGS 
may not be null 

Name_Address 
description: 
origin: 
value class: NAME_ADDRESS 
may not be null 

identifiers: 
Identification_Number 
Name_Address 

VEHICLES_IN_STOCK 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

where is on the lot. 

VEHICLES_ON_ORDER 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

where is on order with the 
vendor. 

member attributes: 
Date_Ordered 

de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: DATES 
may not be null 

VEHICLES_IN_TRADE 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

where was accepted in trade. 
member attributes: 

Allowance 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: REALS 
may not be null 

Salesperson 
description: 
origin: 
value class: SALESPERSONS 
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match: Buyer of VEHICLES_BOUGHT_OR_SOLD on Trade 
multivalued 

identifiers: 
Salesperson 

VEHICLES_SOLD_OR_BOUGHT 
description: All vehicles that have been sold to 

a customer or a dealer. 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

where sold. 
member attributes: 

Insurance 
description: 
origin: 
value class: INSURANCE 

Discount 
de~c~iption: 
or1g1n: 
value class: REALS 

Licence_Fees 
de~c~iption: 
or1g1n: 
value class: REALS 

Other 
de~c~iption: 
or1g1n: 
value class: REALS 

Sale_Price 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 
may not be null 

Net 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 
derivation: Sale_Price - Purchase_Cost -

Commission = Net 
Commission 

description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

Tax 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 
derivation: Sale_Price * 0.07 = Tax 

Total 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 
derivation: Sale_Price + Tax + License Fees + 

Dealer_Prep + Insurance + 
Commission - Allowance(Trade) = Total 

Purchase_Date 
description: 
origin: 
value class: DATES 

Purchase_Cost 
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description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

Buyer 
description: 
origin: 
value class: BUYERS 
inverse: Vehicle of BUYERS 
may not be null 

Date_Sold 
description: 
origin: 
value class: DATES 

Purchased_From 
description: 
origin: 
value class: PEOPLE 
inverse: Name_Address of PEOPLE 

Trade 
description: 
origin: 
value class: VEHICLES_IN_TRADE 
inverse: Serial_Number of VEHICLES_IN_TRADE 

on Salesperson 
Seller 

description: 
origin: 
value class: SALESPERSONS 
match: Vehicle_Sold of SALESPERSONS 

on Serial_Number 
identifiers: 

Buyer 

VEHICLES_SERVICED 
description: All vehicles that have been serviced 

by us. 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

where have passed through 
our service dept. 

PASSENGER_CARS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

where are a car. 

LIGHT_TRUCKS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

where are a light truck. 

MAKES 
description: 
interclass connection: grouping of VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 

on make. 

CUSTOMERS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of PEOPLE 

where have walked through 
our door. 
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EMPLOYEES 
description: 
int~rclass connection: subclass of PEOPLE 

where works for us. 

SALESPERSONS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of EMPLOYEES 

where sells vehicles. 
member attributes: 

Next_Mailing 
description: 
origin: 
value class: DATES 
derivation: Last date in TICKLER_MAILINGS 

for this SALESPERSON + 2 months. 
Customers_Sold_To 

de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: CUSTOMERS 
match: Buyer of VEHICLES_SOLD_OR_BOUGHT on Seller 

Vehicles_Sold 
description: 
origin: 
value class: VEHICLES_SOLD_OR_BOUGHT 
match: Serial_Number of VEHICLES_SOLD_OR_BOUGHT 

on Seller 
POTENTIAL_BUYERS 

description: 
origin: 
value class: POTENTIAL_BUYERS 
match: Name of POTENTIAL_BUYERS on Salesperson 

SERVICE_PERSONS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of EMPLOYEES 

where works in the service 
dept. 

MECHANICS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of SERVICE_PERSONS 

where works on the vehicles. 

PARTS_VENDORS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VENDORS 

where supplies us with parts. 

VEHICLE_VENDORS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VENDORS 

member attributes: 
where supplies us with vehicles. 

Options 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: OPTIONS 

Vehicles_Made 
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description: 
origin: 
value class: VEHICLES 

Willing_To_Ship 
description: 
origin: 
value class: VEHICLES 

Vehicles_Ordered 
de~c;-iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: VEHICLES_ON_ORDER 
match: Serial_Number of VEHICLES_ON_ORDER 

on Date_Ordered 
multi valued 
no overlap in values 

BUYERS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of CUSTOMERS 

where have actually bought 
a vehicle. 

member attributes: 
Vehicle 

description: 
origin: 
value class: VEHICLES_SOLD_OR_BOUGHT 
inverse: Buyer of VEHICLES_SOLD_OR_BOUGHT 
multivalued 
may not be null 

identifiers: 
Vehicle 

POTENTIAL_BUYERS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of CUSTOMERS 

where is not a BUYER 
or an OWNER 

member attributes: 
Preferences 

description: 
origin: 
value class: PREFERENCES 
inverse: Potential_Buyer of PREFERENCES 
multi valued 

Salesperson 
description: 
origin: 
value class: SALESPERSONS 
match: Name of SALESPERSON on POTENTIAL_BUYERS 
multivalued 
no overlap in values 

identifiers: 
Salesperson 

OWNERS 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of CUSTOMERS 

where owns one of our 
vehicles. 

member attributes: 
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Vehicle 
de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: VEHICLES_WE_KNOW 
multivalued 

VEHICLES_SOLO_NEW 
description: 
interclass connection: subclass of VEHICLES_SOLD_OR_BOUGHT 

where it was new from 

member attributes: 
Freight 

de~c~iption: 
orlgln: 
value class: REALS 

Dealer_Prep 
descriptlon: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

~7SRP 
description: 
origin: 
value class: REALS 

a manufacturer. 
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